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THE

SOILS

OF

TRINIDAD

By

F.

HARDY

(Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad)

(I) SOIL FORMATION
Factors of Soil Formation : There are five chief factors, operating to
produce soils in any given area,-namely :- (A) parent rock, (B) climate,
(C) vegetation and other organisms, (D) topography, and (B) time. Climate, (comprising rainfall and temperature) weathers the rocks into soil
parent materials on which vegetation establishes itself and produces humus, a valuable component of productive soil. Topography controls the
process through its effects on drainage and soil transportation. Given
sufficient time, mature soils eventually develop which are characteristic
of'the particular set of prevailing conditions with Which they are in equilibrium until disturbed by erosion or man's interference.
Soil Formation in Trinidad : The parent rocks of Trinidad belonging to
the different geological formations are almost entirely sedimentary.
There is only one small outcrop of igneous rock in the Island. The climate is seasonal wet-tropical and rather uniform. The vegetation is
mainly forest. The topography for the most part is low-lying. The time
period during which the rocks have been exposed to weathering has been
relatively short over the greater part of the area, so that many of the
soil-types are immature.
Relative Importance of the Factors : The factor that has impressed Soil
formation most in Trinidad is topography. Next in importance is time,
and next, parent rock. Climate and vegetation, being almost uniform over
the whole island, have not been particularly prominent in differentiating
soil-types. The pattern of Trinidad soils, in accordance with these
principles, closely follows the topography, which itself expresses geological structure, geological history and, to some extent, the lithological character of the rocks, especially insofar as this decides the permeability (internal drainage) arid the lime status of the resulting parent
materials.
(A) PARENT ROCKS
The unaltered sedimentary rocks of Trinidad range from loose
sands to compact'cemented sandstones, mudstones, siltstones and shales,
and from hard limestones to marly-silts and soft marls. They occupy all
the Island except the Northern Range. Their geological age extends from
Cretaceous to Holocene. The Northern Range mountains comprise schists
and crystalline limestones of Cretaceous and JuraSBic age. A small intrusion of andesite outcrops near Toco on the northeast coast.

(B) CLIMATE
The rainfall of Trinidad is mainly convectional and ranges from
an annual average of 55 ins. on the west coast to about 110 ins. in the
highest parts of the Central Range, ana over 150 ins. in parts of the
Northern Range. It varies greatly from year to year. The number of
really dry months (less than 2,4 ins. of rain in a month) is .4 or 5 in
the western coastal belt and in the Gulf .Islands (strong dry season), but
diminishes to one dry month (weak dry season) in a narrow central northto-south belt, A similar weak dry season belt occurs along the east
coast. A broad belt of continuously moist climate occurs between these
two, in which the annual rainfall lies between about 80 and 100 ins.
This wet belt is mostly under forest and cacao, whereas the drier belt in
the west is mostly under sugar-cane. If we regard monthly rainfalls of
le^s than 2.4 ins. as insufficient for soil penetration, being all lost
by evaporation, and monthly rainfalls greater than 4.0 ins, as large
enough to ensure continuous downward movement, then two-thirds of the
Island is subject to penetrating rains and water-movement in the soil is
perpetually downwards.
Temperatures in Trinidad are equably high. The average monthly maximum
in'Port'of Spain lies between 89,8°F in May and 86,4°F in January,, and
the average monthly minimum between 71.8°F in September and 67„6°F in
February, Differences between these values and those for other parts of
the Island, except the Northern Range, are probably small, but records
are sparse.
Relative humidity is high. The air is saturated almost every night, and
humidity seldom falls below 75 percent in the wet season, nor below 60
percent in the dry season. Sunshine occurs for 6 to 7 hours daily; there
are few#sunless days.
Winds are rare in the wet season but blow persistently at 5 to 25 miles
an hour during the first 5 months of the year.
(C) N&TUR&L VEGETATION
Most of the Island was originally almost entirely covered by
Evergreen Seasonal Forest, whose occurrence coincides with the rainfall
regimes termed "continuously moist" and "weak dry season" in the last
section, having mean annual rainfall above 70 ins.
This is a 3-storey forest whose middle canopy is
continuous. It consists essentially of Crappo
(Carapa guianensis) and Guatecare (Eschweilera
aubglandulosa) which has been invaded by way of the
larger east-flowing rivers by Mora (Mora exelsa), a
South American tree, now widespread in Manzanilla,
Cedros and Mayaro Districts,
The drier western part of the Island, where the climate has a
"weak", "marked" or "strong" dry season, was once occupied by Semi-Evergreen Seasonal Forest and Deciduous Seasonal Forest, under average annual

rainfall of 75 ins. to 55 ins. or less. The mountains of the Northern
Range are still mostly clothed with .Lower Montane Rain Forest with
patches of Elfin Woodland on the highest parts.
The flat areas within the Northern Plain are partly occupied by
Marsh Forest and Savanna-and the depressed sreas of this plain (Caroni
Swamp) and of the Southern Pla '.*, (Nariva Swamp) by plant formations
designated Palm Swamp, Herbaceous Swamp and Mangrove Woodland which show
a close relationship between soil drainage and natural vegetation. 4*
the present day, less than 50 percent of the Island remains under forests
(D) TOPOGRAPHY
Trinidad may be divided into nine topographical areas, namely,
(1) Northern Range, (2) Northern Terraces, (3) Northern Plain, (4)
Northern Swamps, (5) Central Range, (8) Southern or Naparima Peneplain,
(7) Southern Swamps, (8) Southern Range, (9) Cedros Peninsula.
(1) Northern Range : Thia forms a mountainous telt, about 10 miles
wide, having a precipitous northern boundary abutting onto a rocky coast.
It contains several peaks and ridges above 2000 feet altitude. The
highest point (Aripo) is 5085 feet above sea level. The southern slopes
are broken into a series of ridges by south-flowing consequent rivers.
The rivers to the east of Arima flow through steep-sided rocky valleys
containing no alluvium, but the westerly rivers flow through broad, flat,
interior valleys containing considerable alluvium. Further west occur
•the Bocas separating the Gulf Islands which probably represent drowned
valleys. Hence the western half of the Northern Range appears to have
been tilted at the close of the Pleistocene period, subsequent to which,
the widespread alluvial deposits of the Northern Plain were laid down.
The southern border of the Northern Range consists of foot hills cut
through by gorges from which the rivers debouche onto the plain„
(2) Northern Terraces : These represent the remnants of a former
v;idespread Pleistocene peneplain having the features of a vast sandy
Llanos that may once have covered most of Trinidad up to about the 300
feet contour. The sand terraces lie level against the southern flanks
of the Northern Range foothills from Arouca eastwards to Melajo where
they are cut off by the Oropouche River system. They include the
present-day savannas. Their average width is about .3 miles. They form
low cliffs where they are cut off on the south by the Garoni River. Part_
of the same terrace system comprises the foothills of the northern flanks
• of the Central Range, where the terraces form sand-cappings to the roundtopped clay ridges of the Las Lumas District.
(3) Northern Plain : This mostly consists of detrital fans and
aprons which have been dissected by the rivers flowing out of the
Northern Range. These rivers have cut broad trenches 20 to 100 feet deep
into the detritus, and their banks are now lined with their alluvium,,
West of Arouca, the recent alluvium widens out over the flood plains of
«the Caroni and Caparo Rivers.
(4) Northern Swamps : The chief of these is the Caroni Swamp
adjoining the Gulf of Paria on the west coast, forming a triangular flat,

lying mostly south of the Caroni River; its apex is some 6 miles inland
from the coast.
(5) Central Range : This is a chain of hills running diagonally
across the Island. It contains three prominent highlands elevated above
the general 500 ft. level, namely, Montserrat Hills (900 ft.), Mt. Tamana
(1009 ft.) and Mt. Harris (884 ft.). San Fernando Hill $586 ft.)is a
conspicuous dome situated 3 miles south of the strike of the Central
Range. The northern flank of the Central Range merges gradually into the
peneplanated foothills but the southern flank is scarped and steep.
(6) Naparima Peneplain : All the undulating land south of the
Central Range, except San Fernando Hill and the Southern Range, belongs
to this area. The general altitude is remarkably constant at 100 ft. in
the west and 200 ft.*in the eastV It carries sluggish river systems
flowing west, east and south, associated with swamps and coastal lagoons.
(7) Southern Swamps : The chief is the Nariva Swamp separated from
the east coast by a narrow sand-barrier known as the Cocal, its surface
is gently undulating and it is seasonally covered by fresh water. The
Oropouche Swamp and the Roussillac Swamp are 'small wet areas situated on
the west coast south of San Fernando.
(8) Southern Range : This is an irregular broed belt of low sandstone
hills, 200 to 500 ft, high, running along the southern coast. It
comprises two main highlands, the Southern Watershed ridge and the Trinity
Hills.
(9) Cedros Peninsula : This forms the south-western extremity of
Trinidad, some 35 miles in length, and comprises mostly undulating to
hilly country.
(E) TIMS
The date of the removal of the bulk of the Llanos deposits,
following the final uplift óf Trinidad, was presumably early Holocene,
say about half-a-million years ago. The destruction of the superficial
blanket exposed the underlying strata to weathering. This is relatively
a short time period for soil formation. Most of the low-lying clatjjr lands
of Trinidad are therefore occupied by immature soils, since soil formation
over1 fine-grained impervious materials is extremely slow.
(II) CLASSIFICATION

OF

THE

SOILS OF

TRINIDAD

(after E.M. Chenery, 1949)
In view of the fact that much of the topography of Trinidad is
low-Jying and flat, so that run-off and seepage of water under the
generally high rainfall are slow, the soils have been classified by

E.M. Chenery* for agricultural purposes on a drainage basis,
SOng OF FIAT LAND
L0\.r FLOOD PLAINS (SWAMPS)
Internal drainage impeded

10 soil-types

INTERMEDIATE FLOOD PLAINS (VEGAS)
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal

drainage
drainage
drainage
drainage

excessive
free
imperfect
impeded

1
3
7
2

soil-type
soil-types
soil-types
soil-types

HIGH 7IO0D FUINS (BROAD PUTS)
Internal drainage :'r'c

5 soil-types

Internal drainage imperfect

4 soil-types

SOILS OF ROLLING LAND
DTTT-RTKL TERRACES
Interna] drainage imperfect
Internal drsinsge impeded

'

5 soil-types
2 soil-types

SOILS OF UNDULATING LAND
ICE HILLS : DISSECTED PENEPLAINS
Internal
Interna]
Internal
Internal

drainage
drainage
drainage
drainage

excessive
free
imperfect
impeded

1
2
4
4

•

soil-type
soil-types
soil-types
soil-types

SOILS OF STEEP LAND»»
CENTRAL RANGE
Internal drainage excessive
Internal drainage free
Internal drainage imperfect

. '

'

3 soil types
1 soil type
8 soil types

* The Soils of Central Trinidad; E.M. Chenery, July, 1949, Departmenb of
Agriculture, Trinidad. Unpublished typescript, pp. 112.
See Also : Provisional Classification of the Soils of Trinidad, F.Hardy,
Tropical Agric. 1940, XVII, pp. 155-158.
** This group does not include the soils of the Northern Range, derived
nostly sc'iists and hard limestones, which h*ve not yet been described .
nor classified.

In this scheme, the soils are first grouped according to
external drainage (degree of slope) and then on internal drainage within
the different topographical units. Further subdivision, not shown in the
table is based on lime status. This depends on the content of calcium
carbonate (mostly in the form of foraminiferal reneins in the parent rock)
and generally determines the fertility level of the derived soil.
Altogether 62 soil-types have been distinguished by Chenery in his latest
ccher/.e of classification.
(Ill) FEATURES

THAT

DIFFERENTIATE

SOIL-TYPES

The main features, mappable in the field, vhich distinguish one
soil-type from another are colour, structure, texture and calcium
cas l.oaate content.
The main colour patterns shown in profile var?/- with degree of
internal drainage, as follows :Drainage excessive : Uniform red, orange or yellow to great depth.
Drainage free :

Uniform warm colours to 4 ft., but usually
mottled below. Olive-green colouration when
calcareous.

Drainage imperfect : Mottled below 2 ft., red when acid and lime
deficient with dry conditions for part of the
year; yellow or yellowish-brown when moisterj
rusty root-traces when waterlogged for prolonged
periods.
Drainage impeded :

Mottled below 2 ft., red, orange or yellow with
ccnspicuoxis grey background. Swamp soils,
uniformly dark bluish or greenish grey.

Examples of excessively-drained soils are Arena Sand and Tamana
Clay (over limestone); of freely-drained soils, St. Augustine Loam,
River Estate Loam, and Montserrat Clay ("Chocolate Soil"); of
imperfectly-drained soils, Sangre Grande Silty-Clay, Piarco Fine
Sand, Princes Town Clay '(over riarl) and Brasso Clay (over
calcareous siltstone), and of impeded-draining soils, Bejeucal Clay,
Long Stretch Silty-Clay and Talparo Clay (over red-weathering siltstone) .
Mottled clay soils occupy nearly 90 percent of the total area
of Trinidad which indicates widespread poor drainage.
(IV) PEDOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
According to his latest views, Chenery* considers that only two

* The Soils of Central Trinidad" (ibid) July, 1949.
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(3 percent) out of his 62.Trinidad soil-types belong to the Zonal order
of freely-örained öoils recognised in the rr.- dern American system*. He
puts these into the Red-Yellow Podzolic S ±la group. By contrast he
classifies thirty nine soil-types (67 pr-rcent - as Inhrazonal-Hydromorphic,
five (8 percent) as Intra zona ?-CaIrdnorphic, sever (12 percent) as &zon"lLithosol, and six (10 percent) as Azonal-Alluvial. The very high
proportion of Inir;-zonal and azonal soil-t;-j..e£ is accounted for by the
relatively short length of t n o in whirl* soil forr.ffcn has been goiig on,
and by the prevailing }.ow~lying topography and the fine-grained oompact
nature of ïr.ost of the parent sedimentary rocks.
(V) AGRICULTURAL

REIATI0NSHIP5

The chief crops grown in Trinidad in order of importance are,
sugar-cane, cacao, citrus, coconut, coffee, rice, rubber, tonca bean,
banana, food crops (ma^ze, tannia, dasleen, eddoe), and fodder grasses.
(1) Sugar-cane : This occupies (i) the reclaimed parts of the
Northern Swamps and the western parts of (ii) the Northern Plain, (iii)
the Central Range and (iv) the. Napsrina pmeplrdn. The limit/ of the
sugar-cane area is shown on the acconp^nymg ma-p as a thick line which
nearly coincides with the boundary of the zone of "strong" and "marked"
dry season, v:} ere there are 6 to 2 dry months in the year.. Seasonal dry
weather is essential for the proper lipening of sugar-cane ?nd for the
success of tv« rrajing operations which must be carried out on f ".rm hard
ground so that the cart-wheels do not injure the ratoon'stools.
The principal sugar-cane 'gr.ils are derived from svanp and river
alluvial deposits} they comprise IS coil-types, of which 11 are Intrazonal
Hydromorphic, and from calcareous and non-calcarecus clays (4 soil-types)
occurring in '..he Central Range and tl 3 Naparima di. .tric;fc, Sandj types
respond to nitrogenous and potarsic fertilisers and clayey types
(especially those of the Naparima district) to nitrogenous and phosphatic
fertilisers if aptlied in the right Quantities and proportions.
(2) Cacao • This crop has been \ idely planted within the zones of
weak dry season and continuous moistne's having rainfall above 70 ins. a
year. Only a limited number of the most fertile soil-types, showing free
drainage and a suitable lime status, can sustain high-bearing, diseaseresistant treer provided they are grom ar- part of long-tern rotations.
Old trees in decline have failed to respond economically to fertilisers
on marginal roils. Inadequate aerat:'. in and-persistpnt waterlogging
during the mid wet-season monihs when the crop is being set are the main
causes of poor production over low-lying areas.
(S) Citrus : Grapefruit and oranges can be grown profitably, if
suitably fertilised with NPK manures, on the less-fertile soil-types,
provided they are fairly well drained. Limes are dying oit in Trinidad
through obscure causes.

* "Soils and Men", T.S.D.A. 6/ v: r.rntuvl• V.: r Doch >••• IP'O;
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(4) Coconut : This grows well on sandy sea-coast soils that are
constantly supplied with moving subsoil water, as at Manzanilla, Mayaro
and Icacos.
(5) Coffee : This is mostly interplanted with cacao in Trinidad and
grows well on a wider range of soil-types than supports profitable cacao»
(6) Rice
Fresh-water scid swamp-lmds are widely planted with
Swamp-rice. I all-rice is being increasingly grown on acid clays.
Of the rest of he crops, Hevea rubber and tonca bean grow well
on acid hilly-land soils in the wettest districts; banana, like cacao,
need-? the best soils, food-crops grow well on old cacao lands, and fodder
grasses thrive on deep we?l-drained soils in wet districts.
Land Productivity : The accompanying map shows five grades of soils in
regard to suitability for growing cacao, sugar-cane and coconuts. It
should be noteo that the grading was assessed on the normal performance
of the soil-types under ordinary estate practice. Thus, the inherent or
natural productivity of the chief sugar-cane soil-types is one or two
grades lower than the ratings actually given. A' soil-type which is Grade
I for cacao may be Grade II or III for rice and for other acid-land crops,
and one which is Grade I for sugar-cane may be only Grade II or III for
cacao.
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SO I I 5

OF TOBAGO

By
F.

H&RDY

(imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad)

TOPOGRAPHY
Tobago lies about 26 miles north-east of Trinidad„ It is
elliptical in shape, 26 by 7-g- miles, with area 114 square miles, and
highest elevation 1900 ft» There is a central main ridge of mountains
about 1600 ft o elevation and an undulating plain, 10 square miles in area,
forming the western part bounded by sea-cliffs and beaches on three sides.
The rivers mostly arise in the Main Ridge; their courses are steep; they
end in small alluvial flats.

PARENT

ROCKS

These comprise three main kinds :(1) Igneous rocks, partly intrusive and variably metamorphosed, subbasic to basic.
(2) Metamorphic rocks; mostly schists,
(5) Sedimentary rocks (Tertiary and Post Tertiary)
The igneous rocks occupy over half the area. They occur on the
central and south-western side of the Main Ridge, They consist mostly of
epi-diorite, andesite, dolerite and gabbro mostly shattered by pressure.
The metamorphic rocks resemble those of the Northern Range of Trinidad and
include felspathic-grit, quartz-schist, mica-schist, talc-schist and
calcite-schist. Quartz veins are rare» The rocks represent the
dynamometamorphosed products of a range of sediments of Lower Cretaceous
age. They occur on the north-eastern (windward) side of the Main Ridge.
The sedimentary rocks comprise clays,-shales, sandstones and conglomerates
of Miocene age, resting on igneous rocks and overlaid by crag, marl and
coral limestone. They occur on the western plain. The latter is
Pleistocene in age and closely resembles Barbados limestone. It takes the
form of a series of small terraces rising to 120 feet in elevation.

CLIMATE
The climate of Tobago is similar to that of Trinidad, There is
a marked dry season of 3 to 5 months duration over most of the area. The
annual rainfall over-the Main Ridge probably ranges from 150 to 75 ins„;
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in the south-west plain, it is about 50 ins. Mean maximum temperature is
88°F and minimum 68°Fo
VEGETATION
The vegetation of the Main Ridge* above 800 ft. elevation is
chiefly decided by the kind of parent rock over which the soil cover is
developed. Where schist occurs, that is, over the greater part of the
ridge, the vegetation is Lower Montane Rain Forest such as occupies most
of the Northern Range of Trinidad» Where igneous rock occurs on the
south-western slopes, the vegetation is Xerophytic Rain Forest; drainage
here is free and moisture conditions are drier because the rock has been
shattered and fissured by dynamometamorphism. At elevations lower than
800 ft, on the northern and southern lower slopes of the ridge, Lowland
Rain Forest occurs„ It somewhat resembles the true Rain Forest of
British Guiana, There is not much of it in Tobago» The habitat is
plentifully supplied with water. Unlike the Northern Range of Trinidad,
the Ma.'n Ridge is nowhere high enough to allow Elfin Woodland to develop
through the adverse effects of exposure and low temperature.
Formerly, the rest of the lower lands of Tobago was covered by
seasonal forest but this has practically all disappeared (except in Little
Tobago) and has been replaced by cultivations. That which remains represents Deciduous Seasonal Forest which develops where the dry season is
intense, as, for example, over the coastal lands.
The rest of the natural vegetation of Tobago comprises Littoral
Woodland, occurring on the sea-shores and made up chiefly of Sea Grape and
Manchioneal, and Mangrove Woodland which occupies the coastal swamps.

TIME
Tobago lies on the same continental shelf as Trinidad and is
separated from it by shallow water. The Main Ridge forms the most
easterly link of the Venezuela Cordillera of which the Northern Range of
Trinidad is also a link. During Oligocene times, say 30 million years
ago, Tobago probably formed a part of Trinidad, but was separated from
it during Miocene times, 15 million years ago, only to-be rejoined in
Pliocene times, 10 million years ago» It voc ii?>.all - detached rr--.- the
Fl^:'-:'noene perr'óo, hslf-c,.-n:'.",.^ion years ago, and slightly elevated, so
that the Late Pleistocene coral banks that had accumulated at the southeastern end of the Island were raised above sea-level. Hence, because of
this comparatively recent uplift, extensive erosion has been actively
going on in geologically Recent and historical times. The Island is still
in an unstable state and its topography is very young, showing immature
land-forms 0

* The Natural Vegetation of the Island of Tobago; J.S. Beard, 1944„
Ecological Monographs, 14, 2, pp, 137-165,
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. The predominating soil-forming factor in Tobago is undoubtedly
parent rock. The topography of the Main Ridge is steep and external
drainage is free, but the topography of the western plain is flat and
external drainage imperfect, except in the higher limestone areas.
Internal drainage is very free in the igneous rocks of the Main Ridge
(which have been shattered and sheared by earth pressure) and in the
porous limestones, but it is probably not so free in the Main Ridge
schists and the lowlands clays and marls.
Because of their steepness, the slopes of the Main Ridge have
been subject to soil erosion*, augmented in their lower extremities by
continuous hand cultivation to sugar-cane while this crop was the chief
agricultural asset during the 100 years* period ending in 1900. The
sugar industry failed about 'this' time and the fields then reverted to
bush. Cacao planting began about 1895, buttoostof the cacao fields were
not planted until 1915,
> The chief soil-types* of'Tobago may provisionally be classified
on a lithological basis as follows**:(A) RESIDUAL S0II5
(1) Derived from igneous rocks
(2) Derived from metamorphosed sedimentary rocks
(3) Derived from Tertiary and Post Tertiary clays and coral
limestones
' .
(B) ALLUVIAL SOILS
(4) Derived from igneous rocks
(5) Derived from metamorphosed sedimentary rocks
Most of the igneous and metamorphic rock soils and alluvial
soils (Nos. (1), (2), (4). (5)) are immature for reasons* given in the
last section; the solum is seldom deeper than 36 ins. and the reaction
throughout is generally nearly neutral, implying that the upper layers
have not been greatly leached. Their natural phosphate and potash status
is low. The soils are free-draining. Their coloursfireuniformly red,
orange, brown, yellow or fawn, depending partly on the kind of parent

* Soil Erosion in Trinidad and TobagOo
i n , pp. 29-35.

F, Hardy, Tropical Agric. 1942,

* The Cacao Soils of Tobagö (Studies in West Indian Soils (III)).
F. Hardy, C.G. Akhurst and G. Griffith, 1951, I.C.T.6., Trinidad.
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rock and partly on the moistness of the environment in which they have
developed. They would perhaps be classed as Red podzolic and Red-Brown
Lateritic (Pedalfericj Zonal) in the American scheme. The profiles of
many of them are deeply truncated, so that the soils approximate to
Lithosol (Azonal) „
Soils developed over Tobago Crag (Tertiary) are represented at
the Government Farm situated on the south-west coast*. They have been
separated into 3 soil-types by E.M. Chenery, which occupy only small areas.
They comprise orange, brown and yellow clays. The yellow clay is derived
from non-calcareous crag and resembles the non-calcareous clays of Trinidad
The others are Rendainas, being derived from calcareous shelly deposits.
The gr-ater jpêfert of the western lowlands of Tobago is occupied
by Red (chocolate) andfelacksoils developed over hard limestones arid soft
marly-clays respectively. They closely resemble the soils of similar
origin occurring in Barbados, They would be classed as Terra Rossa (Red
Podzolic; Pedalfericj Zonal) and Rendzjna (Calcimorphic; Interzonal). The
red soils occupy the higher terraces in the central part of the porous
Oóral area and the black soils occupy the coastal belt where the parent
material is a stiff residual clay, possibly lagoon clay that has collected
under water during the last stages of uplift when the fringing coral reefs
were elevated above sea-level.

AGRICULTURAL

RBL&TIOKSBIPS

The best cacao soils in Tobago are the river alluvial soils of
the south coast, developed over materials derived from both igneous and
metamorphic rocks. They have a thick (34 ins,) black humie topsoil,
neutral reaction and sandy to silty texture.
The red and brown igneous and metamorphic rock cacao soils of
the hilly lands include some that have high productivity, partly because
of their relative immaturity (the subsoil fs rich in unweathered rock
fragments), and partly because of their excellent physical structure which
ensures adequate root-room and satisfactory ,water and air supply. The
better cacao soils show higher carbön-nitrogesï ratios for the upper sixinch layer than the poorer soils of lower yielding capacity,,
Thé limestone soils of the western' plain are planted mainly in
peasants» sugar-cane; they resemble the sugar-cane soils of Barbados. Some
have been planted in coconuts.

* Preliminary Report on Soils and Herbage of the Government Farm, Tobago.
E,M, Chenery, 1942, (unpublished report).
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(I)

SOIL

FORMATION

Dimensions : British Guiana is about the same size as Great Britain, It
is roughly rectangular in shape, 550 by 230 miles, with the longer sides
running north and south, and with area 89,500 square miles. It lies
within the 1st and 9th parallels of north latitude, and between 57° and
61° of west longitude. The coastline faces north-east and is 270 miles
long. Some 94 percent of the population of 354 thousand people live
within the coastal belt, 3,000 square miles in area.
Factors of Soil Formation in British Guiana : Of the five chief soilforming' factors operating in British Guiana, namely, (1) parent rock, (2)
climate, (3) vegetation and other organisms, (4) topography and (5) time,
the first is very variable and is the controlling factor in the Interior
of the Colony though not in the coastal sugar-land; the second is fairly
uniform over the whole area^ the fourth is next in importance to parent
rock which, indeed, has largely decided the topography, and the last,
duration of time, has been long enough to allow the active factors to
operate to produce zonal soil-types in most areas.

PARENT

ROCKS

For purposes of description, British Guiana may be divided into
three regions, namely (1) Coastal Belt, (.2) Interior Peneplain, (3)
Upland Plateau. The rocks of the first consist of non-calcareous,
quartzose and kaolinic marine Amazonian alluvium, together with pegasse
which is an organic accumulation of swamp .and' marsh forests. The rocks
of the second consist of a wide range of igneous, volcanic and metamorphic types, together with superficial accumulations of white sands and
lateritic ironstone derived from them, and those of the last of coarse
sandstones and agglomerates. The general elevation of the peneplain is
50 to 200 ft .. and of the plateau, 1200: to 8600 feet.
2.:"?--1 r;L°2J..?_lir^c"" ^ Th-'? i.- -" fcilc.vs-':
(&) SUFSRF'CIkL FORMATIONS :
(1) Coastal Alluvium River Terraces, &c.
(2) ¥hite Sand Series with basal white
. clay and lignite
•
(3) laterite Ironstone (and bauxite)

Recent
Pleistocene to
Miocene
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(B) YOUNGEST BASIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS :
(4) Polerite and Norite Intrusions

Permian to Triassic

(C) KAIETBURIAN SERIES :
(5) Sandstones and Conglomerates

Torridonian

(D) PRE-KAIETEURIAN FORMATION :
(6) Pink Shales, Porphyries, Agglomerates
(E) NEWER INTRUSIVE ROCKS :
(7.) Granite Intrusions (non-foliated)
(8) Dolerite and Gabbro Intrusions
.(F) ANCIENT VOLCANIC SERIES AND INTRUSIVE ROCKS :.
(9) Acid to basic lavas, ashes, porphyries
and minor intrusions

Pre-Cambrian

(G) BASEMENT ROCKS ;
(10) Gneiss Series Metamorphosed intruded
granites; ^leisses and
schists

Archaean

Basement Complex : Mostly granitic gneiss, now exposed over the peneplain; greatly eroded before the Ancient Volcanic Series accumulated. Gold and diamond-bearing.
Ancient Volcanics : Great thickness of acid, intermediate and basic
lavas, agglomerates and ashes, with some sediments and intrusions
of porphyries and dolerites; greatly eroded and weathered into
white, cream, brown and red residual clays. Irregular distribution within the peneplain. Earth-pressure from N.E. and S.W.
caused metamorphism of these rocks, resulting in marked
schistocity.
Newer Granite and Gabbro : Several stages of invasion; non-foliated
rocks. Caused contact (thermo-) metamorphism of older rocks.
All these rocks were much eroded and their surface reduced to a
peneplain before accumulation of the sediments.
Pink Shales &c. Mazaruni and Puruni Districts.
Kaieteurian Sedimentary Rocks : 1500 ft. of horizontally-bedded pink
quartzites, conglomerates and sandstones, mostly quartzose, laid
down over eroded older rocks on the earlier undulating peneplanted
surface. Original extent unknown; extended much further N.E. than
thair present escarpment. Comprise the Pakarima Mountains. ,,
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(Kaieteur Waterfall, 900 ft., occurs in the e3carpment). Age,
uncertain; may be Cretaceous, though the rocks resemble
Torridonian (late Palaeozoic or Pre-Cambrian). Form the upland
plateaux, 1000-9000 ft., partly «Ulanos" country.
The Youngest Basic Intrusives in the Kaieteurian sediments form long
ranges of hills. Dykes trend N.E.; outcrops, up to a mile in
width. Mainly dolerite; rrobably intruded in Permian or Triassic
times. .
Superficial Accumulations : Extensive thick deposits of White Sands
cover much of the present peneplain; once thought to be residual
deposits derived by intense rock weathering, but now believed to
be sedimentary deposits (Bracewell, 1927) of Pleistocene (or
older) age» Also "Lateritic Clays" covering basic igneous rocks,
Bauxite masses, and Marine Alluvial Deposits, forming the Coastal
Belt.
Geological History : The probable sequence of geological events is as
follows : The Kaieteurian Sandstone escarpment probably formed the lateTertiary coastline; it was worn back by marine erosion, and the underlying rocks were planed down. The peneplain then sank, and White Clay
and Lignite were first deposited over it, then banks of yellow and brown
sand. Islands of igneous rock stood: out of the sea, the basic rocks
being covered with lateritic crusts and the acidic (granite) decomposing
into white quartz sand and kaolin. In Recent times, the White Sand land
was tilted to 400 ft. near the escarpment, and marine sediments were laid
down along the seaward margin, in a belt 5 to 40 miles wide.
Classification of Parent Rocks : The following are the chief rock-types
important in soil formation in British Guiana0
(A) B&SEMENT

ROCKS

(I) ANCIENT VOLCANIC SERIES

AND

ASSOCIATED

ROCKS

(PRE-CAMBRIAN)

(A) ACID AND INTERMEDIATE GROUP : Metamorphosed volcanic rocks,
originally comprising rhyolite, trachyte and andesite
lavas, fragmental ejecta and intrusive dykes and sills.
(1) Sericite-schist

(2) Rhyolite

(5) Quartz-porphyry

(B) BASIC GROUP : Metamorphosed volcanic rocks, originally
comprising dolerite and basalt lavaf and intrusive
dykes and sills.
(4| Epi-dbrite

(5) Meta-andesite

(6) Meta-dolerite

(7) Meta-basalt
(II) NEWER GRANITES

(PRE-CAMBRIAN)

(8) Granodiorite

(9) Hornblende granite

(10) Syenite

(HI) FINK SHALES. PORPHYRIES AND AGGLOMERATES

(FRE-CAMHRIAN)

(11) "Haimaraka Shale
(B) SEDIMENTARY ROCKS AND NEWER INTRUSIVES
(17) YOUNGER BASIC INTRUSIVES (PERMO-TRIASSIC)
(12) Gabbro and dolerite

(13) Kaieteurian Sandstone

(C) SUPERFICIAL FORMATIONS
(V) LATERITIC IRONSTONE

(LATE TERTIARY)

(14) Roche-a-ravet ("fossil") laterite
(VI) WHITE SAND SERIES (QUATERNARY)
(15) Loose quartz sand
(17) White clay

(16) Brown and yellow sands

-

(VII) ALLUVIUM AND TERRACE DEPOSITS (RECENT)
(18) Terrace Sand and Gravel

(19) River Alluvium

(20) Coastal alluvium

CLIMATE
Rainfall : The mean annual rainfall in the Coastal Belt lies between 60
and 120 inches. It is over 120 ins. in the northern and north-eastern
parts of the Peneplain, though below 80 ins. in the southern Savannas.
There are two wet and two dry seasons over most of the country, and the
rainfall in any one month is seldom below 4 inches, except in the driest
parts, so that rainfall exceeds evaporation for the greater part of the
year and the movement of soil-water is downwards, thus inducing leaching
and loss of nutrients,
, ,
Temperature : Mean maximum and minimum temperatures are 84°F and 72°F and:seasonal variation is slight. Atmospheric humidity is uniformly high.
The prevailing wind is the North-East Trade. Hurricanes are unknown but
local squalls are common,

VEGETATION
Forests cover nearly four-fifths of the area. The main types of vegeta-
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tion are* :(I) Rain Foresta, (II) Seasonal Forests,. (Ill) Dry Evergreen Forests,
(IV) Montane Forests; (Vj Swamp Communities, (VI) Marsh Communities
(1) Rain Forests include Greenheart (Ocotea), Morab.Jcea (Mora), Kakaralli
(Eschweilera), Kautaballi (Licania) and Kakaralli-Clump Wallaba
(Dicymbe) forests „ These types cover the lowland interior forest
areas o Mora Forest éMorfr) occurs as narrow beli.s near creeks»
(2) Seasonal Forests mainly comprise Tarara (?) and Wamara (?) forests in
the Eastern districts and Wamara and Balata (Mimusops) forests in the
Rupununi District»
(3) Dry Evergreen Forests mostly comprise Wallaba (Eperua) on the White
Sands part of the peneplain.
(4) Montane Forests occur in the moist north-east part of the Pakaraima
Mountains oh" heavy soil» (The lighter soils of the Pakaraimas carry
Dry Evergreen Forest). They also occur over the Kanaku Mountains in
the soutn of the Colony, and over the greater part of the country
south of them»
(5) Swamp and (6) Marsh Communities occur mostly in the North-West •
District and extend northwards into the Orinoco delta, having elevation j\LSt above s^a-level. They give rise to pegasse when the plants
die and decay„ Marsh Communities include Savanna, occurring at any
elevation between sea-level and 4000 feet. The savannas of British
Guiana are differentiated into Coastal, Intermediate, Interior and
Upland c They together occupy an area of 6000 square miles „
t.
Vegetation as a soil-forming factor : Vegetation and other organisms that
inhabit weathered rock, gradually transform the mineral residues into
living soil by contributing organic matter which finally appears as humus„
This becomes incorporated into the parent soil material through the agency
of earth-worms and other soil animals„ Forests produce large quantities
of organic matter in the form of litter„ They, set up a cycle of nutrients
which, aided by leaching by rain water, ultimately bring about differentiation in the soil profile. In the wet parts of British Guiana, as in the
wet tropics generally, the mature soil profile shows a highly organic upper
layer merging below into a highly acid depleted "dead" layer overlying

* (i) The Vegetation of Moraballi Creek, British Guianav To&.W. Davis and
P;W. Richards» Journ0Ecolo8 1953, XXI, pp„ 250-354; 1934, XXII, pp„
106-155c
(ii) The Vegetation of British Guianaj a Preliminary Review,, D„B„
Fanshawe; 1949 (unpublished)„

ï
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rotting rock in which mineral nutrients are being liberated. The dead
layer, although contributing little to plant nutrition, serves as a
storehouse for water and air and is therefore important as a rooting zone.
The roots obtain most of their nutrients, including nitrogen,' from the
organic upper layer, but some are absorbed from the rotting rock by the
deeper-penetrating roots.

TOPOGBAPBY ~

'

The topography of British Guiana is varied^ it,ranges from steep
and rugged to hilly, rolling, undulating and flat, as would be expected
from its geological history and composition. The Lowland Region' of the
Interior Peneplain slope.' gently north-eastward between ranges of low
hills running out from paxaraima Mountains. Most of these ranges consist
of remnants of great basi' igneous intrusions, chiefly'gabbrc and dolerite.
Where the intrusions cros the main rivers (Cayuni, Mazarunis Essequibo),
they cause extensive rap'ds.„which seriously restrict communication by
wate; between thé cóastlands and thé interior. They have therefore prevented progressive colonisation and land exploitation in the past. By
contrast, the acid" rocks comprising the Basement Complex lying between
the far interior and the coastlands, being less resistant to denudation,
have formed depressed areas between the hills and spurs.
The main lines of drainage of the peneplain are ;ot directly
related to the geological structure; they were actually initiated in the
stratified deposits that once overlaid the Basement Complex, although
they now run across the grain of. the country, trending south-east to
north-west*. On the other'hand, many of the more recent tributaries
occupy valleys developed along soft granite outcrops. The rivers have
removed much of the former .White Sands covering', and have left isolated
hills which formerlyfwere islands rising out of the White Sands sea.
The Pakaraima Plateau and the mountainous granite country, 40,000
square miles in area, lying south of the 5th Parallel of latitude, have
not yet been fully'explored. The river drainage systems here'run parallel
and trend mostly south to north0
TIME •
A long period of geological time has elapsed since the rocks, oft
the interior of British Guiana were exposed to the action of subaériai
agents of weather!;'g and soil formationo The final uplift"of the peneplain
above the ocean'occu. red during late Pleistocene, say two mi-llion years ago,
that is, before the advent of man on'earth. Many of the higher peaks and

* Some Problems of- Gèomorphology,. and Continental Relationships, in British
Guiana. D.W. Bishopp, 1940, Geol.; Mag., LXXVII," pp. 505-529.
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ridges must have, been exposed since late Tertiary times, which is very
much longer, say 15 million years ago. There "has thus been ample time
for rock weathering to have produced thick layers of sedentary residues
under the prevailing wet climate and for leaching to have developed
mature Zonal soil-types where subsoil drainage has been free.

(IJ) THE SOng

OF

BRITISH GUIAN&

The soils of British Guiana are relatively unknown. Apart from a
few excursions into the interior for the purpose of collecting soil samples for laboratory analysis, carried out by Sir John Harrison (1903)*P
R.R. Follett-Smith (1935)**, D„W. Duthie (1939)***, Sir Geoffiy Evans and
H.H. Croucher (1947)**** and the writer (1949), no systematic soil investigations have been made and no soil surveys have so far been carried out
in British Guiana.
The soils of British Guiana may provisionally be classified on a
regional and lithological basis thus :(A) SWAMP AND MARSH SOILS OF THE COASTAL BELT»**** (1) Fróntland Clay
(2) Pëgassy Clay and Pegasse
(3) Riverside Silt
(4) Reef Sand
(B) IGNEOUS ART MET&MORPHIC ROCK SOILS OF THE PENEPLAIN*»*»**
(5) Class (A) : Intermediate (syenite, diorite, hornblende-schist,

etc.)
(6^ Class (B) : Basic (gabbro, d o l e r i t e , meta-basalt, e t c . )
!
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* Report of the Agricultural Work for 1896-1902, Pt. III. Georgetown,
1905,
** Report on Agricultural Conditions in the Rupununi District and
Pakaraima'-Mountains. Agric. Joura. B.G*. Dec. 1935, Vol. vi, Ho.
4, pp. 155-184.
*** Soils of British Guiana South of the 5th Parallel and of the Northwest District. Agric. Journ. B.G., 1939, Vol. x, No. 4, pp. 173-193.
**** Report on Cacao Soils of Issineru. F. Hardy and G. Rodrigues, submitted in Jan. 1948 to Sir Geoffrey Evans and incorporated in part
in his Report of the Settlement Commission. Sept.1948.
***** Some Sugar-Cane Soil Profiles of British Guiana. F. Hardy and <J.
Rodrigues, Proc. 1946 Meeting B.W.I. Sugar Technology; B.W„i«S.&.,
Barbados, 1947.
****** Soiia of the Interior of British" Güiana, F. H^rdy, 1949 (unpublished
report)o
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(7) Class (C) : Basic tuffs (Pink Shale, etc.)
(8) Class (Dj : Acid volcanics, schists, etc.
(C) SEDIMENTARY'ROCK SOILS OF THE PENEPLAIN»
(9) White Sand (including normal granite soils)
(10) Terrace Sand and Gravel soils
(11) River alluvial soils
(12) Ironstone gravel ("laterite") soils
0>) SEDIMENTARY ROOT' SOILS OF THE PLATEAU

3 VOl

(13) Upland Llanos soils
.H.H
These arbitrary classes are briefly described below s(A) COASTAL BELT SOILS
' ->1

(1) Frontland Clay - This would be classed as Solonshak
(Intrazonal; Halomorphic)**
Originally it was probably covered by Swamp and Marsh
vegetation and was saturated with sea-water. The
surface layers have been drained since the area was
brought under cultivation to sugar-cane„ The sub-soil
water has the same composition as diluted sea water.
Salts have been almost completely leached out of the
estates land by periodic "flood-fallowing". The topsoil
is very highly acid but acidity disappears below 12 ins„
The phosphate status is very low but the potash status is
medium, though variable. Nitrification is tardy;
exchangeable NH4 is plentiful in some profiles.
Cropj3 : Sugar-cane an,; rice.
(2) Pegassy Qlay and Pegasse : Theae would be clasaed as Half
Bög apd-Bor 5biIs. (Intrazonal;
Hydrqmorphic) .
Originally they were occupied by arboraceous fresh-water
Swamp Vegetation. They are typical "Tropical Peat" soils,
They merge below int.-. bleached white "buttery" clay.
They are highly acid and acidity increases with depth,
except where the subsoil is saline. Organic matter content may reach 80 percent. Phosphate status is low;

* Soils of the Interior of British Guiana, F. Hardy, 1949 (Unpublished
report).
** "Soils and Men"} 1938 Yearbook, U.S.D.A,
•*.-~
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potash status is medium but variable.
Crops : Sugar-cane where not too "pegassy".
(3) Riverside Silt : This would be classed as Alluvial (Azonal)
Originally it comprised levees covered with Swamp and
Marsh Forest. Drainage and leaching are converting it
into podzolic types. The topsoil is yellow or orange,
mottled below. Sand content may be high, The soil is
highly acid and acidity increases with depth. Organic
status is low and phosphate and potash status very low„
Crops i Sugar-cane and rice.
(4) Reef Sand j This would be classed as Dry Sand (Azonal)
It comprises low banks and dunes occurring in- patches in
the Frontlands.
Crops : Coconuts; sugar-cane where not too sandy.
(B) IGNEOUS AND MET&MORFHIC ROCK SO113
These would be classed in the American scheme as Red-Brown or
Yellow-Brown Lateritic or Red or Yellow Podzolic Soils (Zonal;
Pedalferic). They have been developed under conditions of free
drainage, so that their upper horizons are uniform and concolorqus.
The so-called process of "lateritisation" has been extensively
studied by Sir John Harrison in British Guiana*.
(5) Class (A) ; These comprise the best agricultural soils of
the interior, except where low-lying.
They are uniform brown.'' loamy-sands over pravelly and
concretionary red clay over mottled sandy-clay, merging
into the parent rock at variable depth, depending on .
topography and degree of erosion. The deeper soils are
the less productive. Structure is excellent and nutrient
status high.
(6) Class (B) : These are nearly as good as Class (A) soxls,
* (i) "Katmorphism of Igneous Rocks under Humid Tropical Conditions".
J.B. Harrison, 1934. I.S.S.S. Rothamsted, England.
(ii) Some Characteristic Igneous Rock Soil-Profiles in British Guiana.
F. Hardy and R.R. Follet-Smith, Journ. Agric. Sci. 1931, XXI, pp.
739-761.

L
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except that they are much more clayey. They
are deficient in potash.
They are uniform chocolate-brown or olive-brown friable
clays over bright red concretionary clay becoming
yellower and slightly mottled below. The parent rock
usually occurs only at great depth, though rotting
boulders may occur plentifully within the clay.
(7) Class (0) t These closely resemble the last, but may not be
so £ertila«
They are brick-red friable clays containing variable
ironstone gravel, over sepia mottled yellow clay over
crimson spotted sandy clay of variable depth.
(8) Class (V) ; These are agriculturally poor soils! They
usually occur over depressed topography and may
therefore be largely contaminated by ironstone
gravel eroded off the hill-crests.
They are yellow plastic sandy-loams or sandy-clays. They
contain much grit, quartz stones and finely-divided mica
crystals. They mergf below into bright yellow loamy-clay
mottled broadly crimson* usually to great depth.
NOTE ; The Igneous and Metamorphic Bock Soils of British Guiana differ
regularly in profilo features depending on 'their topographical
position which determines external drainage and degree of erosion.
They occur in catenary sequence as a repeating pattern. Their
suitability for agriculture varies greatly depending largely on
depth o '
(C) SEDIMENTARY ROCK SOILS
ThaBe would perhaps be classed as Yellow Podzolic in the American
scheme, or as Tropical Podsols*. The parent material contains only
traces of iron, so that their colouration is very pale.
(9) White Sands : These soils are useless for agriculture. They
consist almost entirely of bleached quartz sand only slightly
humic-stained in the upper shallow layer. They are extremely
erodible on the slopes and should be left in forest, otherwise the eroded material might produce sand barriers acroas
the water-courses, thus causing floods and greatly impeding

* Lowland Tropical Podsols and their Vegetation. F.Wè Richardsj Nature,
1941, pp, 129-131,
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river transport,
(10) Terrace Sand and Gravel Soils : These
They also are agriculturally useless.
either of quartz pebbles or ironstone
different size. Internal drainage is
water-table is low.

resemble the last.
The gravel consists
concretions of
excessive where the

(11) River Alluvial Soils : These may include "living" alluvial
soils (4zonal), having high fertility. They support food
crops successfully, otherwise they are agriculturally
unimportant.
(12) Ironstone Gravel Soils : These are quite infertile where
the thickness of the gravel is above 2 feet, or where the
concretions have coalesced and formed iron-pan or rtroche-aravet laterite". Such materials seem to be widespread in
British Guiana and geologists have paid much attention to
•their mapping»
(D) SEDIMENTARY ROCK SOIIS OF THE PLATEAU
These may partly be classed as Ground-Water Podzol or Laterite
(Intrazonalj Hydromorphic) where the land is flat and swampy.
The Llanos-like plains are interrupted by hills, sometimes of
considerable size, composed of basic intrusive rocks, rising above
the general level of the plains. These are said to be covered by
red clay soil, which presumably resembles that described above under
Section (B) (6) Class (B). Nothing is'known about the possible
agricultural suitability of the Plateau Soils.
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THE SOILS OF BRITISH HONDURAS
By
F. HARDY
(Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture)

Position : Dimensions : British Honöuras is the only British Territory in
Central America. It lies within latitudes 16° and 18i-°N. and longitudes
88° and 8 9 % . It is 174 miles long and 68 miles vide; its area is about
8870 square miles and it is roughly rectangular in shape. The general elevation is 2000 to 3000 feet in the Mayo Mountains and 5700 ft. in the
Cockscomb Range.
TOPOGRAPHY
The main topographical districts are (1) the low flat Northern
Plain occupying half the area, (2) the Mayo Mountains in the south-central
part, (3) the low-lying Southern Plain containing several rounded hill
masses, (4) the Coastal Plain of width 5 to 10 miles, and (5) the coral
Cayes and Reefs lying between 15 and 50 miles off the coast and together
covering an area of 212 square miles. Two of the main rivers (Belize and
Sibun) rise in the Mayo Mountains, two other rivers (New River and Rio
Hondo) rise in the hills west of the Northern Plain. The Sarstoon River,
forming the southern boundary, ri3es in the mountains.of Guatemala.
•

HRSOT ROCKS

Geological Sequence*: The chief rock formations are:(1) Coral reefs, river alluvium, Pine Ridge Sands,
etc.
(2) Old Coastal Alluvium (Pine Ridge Formation)

Recent

* Post Pliocene

(3) Toledo Beds

Miocene

(4) Rio Dulce Limestones and Marls

Oligocene

(5) Igneous rocks and intrusives

Permo-Carboniferous

(6) Slate Series

upper Carboniferous

Geology of British Honduras. L.H. Owen, 1950, Belize.
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British Honduras may be described as essentially "a central
peneplain of Upper Carboniferous rocks surrounded by Tertiary limestones'1 „
The Slate Series (slates, schists, quartzites, limestones) forms the Mayo
Mountains and covers 13 percent of the whole area. It is intruded into by
irneous rocks (porphyry and granodiorite)„ The largest part (30 percent)
of the country and its extension over the Yucatan peninsula consist of
dense white limeètone (Rio Dulce Formation), Covered with crisp marl and
flints, which form the Northern Plain and the hills to the west of it,
and most of the Southern Plain, The Toledo Beds comprise limestones,
calcareous clays and sandstones. The Northern Plain and the southern
Coastal Plain are partly covered by extensive deposits of river alluvium
derived from the igneous and metamcrphic rocks„

CLIMATE
Highest rainfall, over 100 ins. a year, occurs in the central
Mayo Mountains. The Northern Plain and the hills to the west of it have
50 ins. of rainfall, and the Southern Plain, around 100 ins. Over the
greater part of the country, a well-marked dry season of 3 to 6 months'
duration occurs. Seasonal and annual rainfalls vary greatly in magnitude
from year to year.

VEGETATION
The vegetation of British Honduras is mainly forest. Two
distinct kinds of forest occur, one associated with the limestones, the
other with the igneous androetamorphicrocks and their weathering products*.
Their chief ecological difference lies in their different moisture requirements . The limestone forests occur in areas of relatively low rainfall and .
ovtvr well-drained soils whereas the forests associated with non-calcareous,
quartzose, sandy materials occur in areas where the rainfall is very much
higher, but where underdrainage varies from free to much impeded, often
resulting in swamps.
The limestone forests of British Honduras comprise Semi-Evergreen
Seasonal Forest and Deciduous Seasonal Forest.' characterised by an abundance cf palms and of lactiferous trees yielding chicle (Sapotaceae). Many
of the trie species are xerophytic or deciduous and are thus able to withstand the intense dry season of the limestone plains. There are several
variants of these' two forest formations, such as the palmless forest
occurring on limestone hills, certain swamp forests occurring in the
Northern Plain, the palm-swamp forest of the southern flats, and the
"Cohune Ridge" forest occurring on black clay soils in the north.
The forests on norl-calcareous sandy materials comprise six main
types, namely (1) riverain swamp forest, (2) high forest of well-drained
river valleys and low granite foothills, (3) mountain forest on high

* The Soils of British Honduras. C.F-. Charter, 1941, Belize.
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peaks composed of granite, schist or slate, (4) "Broken Ridge" forest on
certain alluvial, granite, schist and slate soils, (5) "Pine Ridge" and
"Oak Ridge" forest on certain other soils developed over these same rocks,
and (6) Pimento swamp forest on old alluvium. The distribution of these
different types of forest depends mainly on relief which decides drainage.
TIME
The time factor in soil formation in British Honduras has been
very variable. Whereas in some instances the environmental features
indicate that the rocks have been exposed to weathering for a long period
o" time, in others they show that time of exposure has been relatively
rh'-rt. This vari'--ion in the time period is particularly well shown by
the alluvial deposits of different ages which abound in British Honduras,
Vot'i along river courses (for example, Stann Creek), and over the broad
coastal plain. Indeed C.F. Charter* has attempted to establish a
"v"-t-;:':'.ty sequence" for a series of non-calcareous alluvial soils
occurring within the Northern Plain and the Coastal Plain of British
Honduras over alluvium varying in age from Pliocene to Pleistocene. This
succession of soils is accompanied by a succession of vegetation types
determined by the varying water-relations and degrees of drainage of the
soil series.

CLASSIFICATION

OF

THE

SOILS

OF

BRITISH

HONDURAS

The soils of British Honduras have been classified by the
writer**according to the kinds of parent rocks from which 'they have
developed. The scheme differentiates first between alluvia1-detrital
f-cils and sedentary soils derived from, non-calcareous and from calcareous
rocks, This scheme har-: little practical agricultural value, k more
satisfactory agricultural classification has beer deviled by C.F. Charter***,
in which chief consideration is given to drainage arj determined by
topography and permeability of the soil parent materials, a condensed form
of the scheme is presented below ;-

DIVISION
'"?.-!

I

: SOILS

OF

THE FIATIANDS

'• F5RMB&BLE F&RENT MATERIALS (Maximum downward leaching)

SUB-GROUP I A : LOW LIME STATUS
* Loc, cit.; pp. 27-28,
** Some Soil-Types of British Honduras, Central America. F. Hardy,
H.P. Smart and C-. Rodrig.ues; 1935, I.C.T.A.
*** Loc, cit.; pp. 7-8.
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FASC 1 : Drainage free
FASC 2 s Drainage seasonally-impeded
FASC 5 : Drainage perenially-impeded

(4 suites)
(2 suites)
(2 suites)

SUB-GROUP I B : HIGH LIME STATUS
FASC 1 ; Drainage free
FASC 2 ; Drainage seasonally-impeded
FASC 5 : Drainage perenially-impeded

'

(2 suites)
(2 suites)
(1 suite)

GROUP II : IMPERMEABLE PARENT MATERIALS (Miniman leaching)
SUB-GROUP II A : LOW LIME STATUS
FASC 1 : Drainage (external) poor or absent
FASC 2 : Drainage (external) fair or good

(3 suites)
(2 suites)

SUB-GROUP I I B : HIGH LIME STATUS
FASC 1 : Drainage'(external) poor or absent
FASC 2 : Drainage (external) fair or good
DIVISION • II

SOILS

OF

THE

(3 suites)
(2 suites)

UPLANDS

GROUP I : PERMEABLE PARENT MATERIALS
SUB-GROUP I A : LOW LIME STATUS
FASC 1 : Drainage free

(1 suite)

SUB-GROUP I' B : HIGH LIME STATUS
FASC 1 : Drainage free

(4 suites)

GROUP II : IMPERMEABLE PARENT MATERIALS
SUB-GROUP II A : LOW LIME STATUS
FASC 1 : Drainage (external) good

( 2 suites)

SUB-GROUP II B : HIGH LIME STATUS
FASC 1 : Drainage (external) good

(

)

This scheme differentiates first on broad topography. The next
subdivision is based oh the physical structure of the parent materials or
"crust of weathering"; the next on lime status, which seems to be
correlated with the general level of fertility of the soil. The next subdivision is based on ease of water movement down the profile. For
permeable materials occurring on flat land, the internal drainage is
excessive to free if the depth of the water-table is constantly great; it
is impeded during the wet season if the depth of the wp.ter-table diminishes
with the rains, or it is perenially-impeded if the water-table is high all

il

t
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the year round,
For impermeable materials of flrt land, the internal drainage
is always imperfect; so that the degree of vater-saturation is determined
by slight irregularities in tojoprapfty v\ich decide whether external
drainage is absent or poor, or only ff.ir r,o good. Similarly, for
permeable parent materials occurring on sloping land, both external and
internal drainage are presumably always free, so that subdivision here is
made solely on lime status. Finally, for impermeable materials of sloping land, internal drainage is always imperfect whereas external drainage
is good, so that here again subdivision'is based on lime status.
The number of soil suites differentiated on drainage conditions
in Charter's scheme is 50. Each suite is further subdivided into soil
series varying in number from 1 to 8. These are differentiated on the
features of the soil profile, altogether, 66 soil series were identified
and described by.Charter in his soil reconnaissance survey of British
Honduras.

PEDOLOGIC&L

CLASSIFICATION

No attempt was made by Charter to relate his sub-groups to
¥orld soil groups such as those recognised in the most r cent American
scheme of soil classification*, since his object was expressedly agricultural soil utilisation. His 66 soil series are about equally divided
between those developed over calcareous rocks and those developed over
non-calcareous rocks. The former seen mostly to belong to the Rendzina
group (26 series), though a few (6 series) might be classed as Terra
Rossa (Red Podzolic; Pedalfers; Zonal).
Charter briefly discusses** the vexed question of the origin of Red
soil and Black soil developed over calcareous rocks, and indicates
that three different theories have been proposed to account for them,
namely :(1) Red Soil develops over hard limestone!, and B";ack Soil over
unconsolidated limestones and marls.
(2) Red Soil is older than Black Soil which merely represents an
immature stage in the development of Red Soi3.
(3) The character of the residual soil developed over calcareous
rock "is dependent largely upon the composit on of the
impurities included in the parent rock at th time of its
formation".
*

"Soils and Men» Yearbook, U.S.D.A..1938, pp. 979.

** Loc. cit„: p. 50,

*1

r
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By means of a comparative study of Red and Black soils overlying the
variable limestones and marls occurring widespread in British Honduras,
Charter came to the conclusion that the last-named theory alone fitted
the facts o The writer's own- conclusions, reached through the detailed
laboratory studies of G. Rodrigues on the identity and association of
the clay-mineral components of Red and Black soils occurring in
Barbados, agrees fully with this view.
The non-calcareous series is mainly developed over, river alluvial
deposits (15 series) or over swamp deposits (7 series). The soils would
probably be classed mostly as Ground Water Laterite (Hydromorphic; Intrazonal), though some would perhaps be classed as true "living" Alluvial
Soils (Azonal)„ Certain upland residual soils, developed over igneous and
sedimentary rocks (11 series), might be classed as Yellow and Red Podzolic
(Pedalfers; Zonal),

AGRICULTURAL

RELATIONSHIPS

A considerable part of Charter's memoir on the Soils of British
Honduras is concerned with their agricultural utilisation.
(A) SOILS OVER CALCAREOUS ROCKS
He refers first to the decline and fall of the ancient Maya
people who depended for their food largely on the products of flatland
soils developed over materials having high lime status, both free-draining
and impeded-draining, and of some upland soils also developed over freedraining materials having high lime status,,'comprising the Northern Plain
of British Honduras and the greater part of the vast Yucatan Peninsula
continuous with it on the northo The parent rock is limestone or marl and
the soils are either red or more often black, depending on the rock's
composition in regard to its included impurities..
Most of the area is now under second growths ("wamil"). The
Maya farmers practised shifting cultivation, and maize was probably their
chief food crop, though it is possible that they employed a rotation involving two years maize, cotton, tobacco or minor crops, followed by
bush-fallow lasting for 8 or 10 years before it could be cleared by burning. In order to explain the decline in yields which presumably led to
the extinction of the Mayan race, two theories are advanced, namely, (1)
loss of fertility caused by slow nutrient depletion, (2) weed competitors.
Possibly both causes were operative. The soils are susceptible to drought
and they cannot easily be tilled because they are stony. Nevertheless
their natural structure is excellent and frequert cultivations are
unnecessary. At first they are rich in phosphate and potash and the
supply of nutrients can be maintained by occasional stirring which brings
up fragments of fresh calcareous rock from below. The supply of nitrogen,
however, is precarious. It is probably more than adequate in the first
year of soil exposure, but its availability rapidly diminishes because of
the stable nature of the black lime-humus component which characterises
Rendzina, and breaks down only slowly and with great difficulty.

t
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¥eed competition is a much more serious proposition. Simple
tillage with the hoe or cutlass may effectively cope with annual and
semi-perenni&l weeds, but such treatment entirely fails to eradicate
rhizotomous grasses, bracken, Aroids, Heliconias and Cannas whose rootsystems are deep and persistent. The only effective means of destruction
of these weeds is forking, harrowing or ploughing, performed under
relatively dry conditions. Hoeing or cutlassing merely encourage them by
removing competitors. Abandoned clearings are usually occupied by pure
stands of bracken or alang-alang grass, and the only effective method
available to the Maya was to allow his "milpa" to revert to bush.
Researches in Yucatan, carried out by American investigators in 1935,
showed that the milpa system is the. only practicable system under these
circumstances, and that land of the rocky calcareous type under discussion
would support at the subsistence level an agricultural population per
square mile of 50 persons, together with 10 urba^ dwellers.
In order to elaborate a suitable agri^- ltural system for these
soils, Charter suggests that investigations should first be carried out
to determine (1) the maize yields for successive years, from the same
milpa, (2) the effect of clean-weeding on maize yields, (3) the effect of
tillage, and (4) the effect of NPK fertilisers.

(B) SOILS OVER NON-CALCAREOUS ROCKS (Acid igneous and metamorphic)
The agricultural utilisation of these soils is discussed by
Charter for three groups of soils, namely (1)'soils of flats and uplands,
mostly developed over impermeable materials of low lime status and having
good to fair to perenially-impeded drainage, (2) soils of alluvial flats
mostly, developed over permeable materials of low lime status with free to
seasonally-impeded drainage, and (3) soils of flats developed over impermeable alluvial materials of low lime status with no internal nor external
drainage.
Group (1) : These are thought to have considerable agricultural possibilities. They occur mostly in areas under annual rainfalls ranging from 80
to 100 ins. Similar soils occur in western Trinidad over large sugar
estates. It "is recommended that they be laid out in f iele's divided- by
parallel drains and then into cambered beds, and that the soil be
thoroughly limed, manured and treated with appropriate fertilisers as
determined by accurate field experiments.
The soils of this group are not considered to be suitable for
stock-raising on account of the indifferent herbage they produce, but
they are regarded as suitable for the growing of cacao, banana, coconut,
citrus, sugar-cane, maize and cassava.
Group (2) : These soils are already mostly taken up by cultivators. The
flat-lands require a systematic lay-out of fields and cambered beds, and
?aed the addition of fertilisers for high production. The necessity for
draining varies with the site; the parent materials are mostly permeable.
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The soils of this group are capable of growing a wide range of
crops the same as those recommended for the last group, with the addition
of vegetables, ground provisions, rice and pineapple.
Group (5). : These soils are highly acid clays subject to floodingj they
are at present mostly under pine forest or pimento swamp. Similar soils
occur in Trinidad where they have been utilised for cacao, coconut,
Gastilloa rubber and sugar-can?, although only the last has proved
successful. They need thoroughly cultivating and draining, which are
expensive operations, «nd applications of lime and fertilisers to make
then) productive.
The soils of this group should do well if planted in rice, in
market garden crops, or in tall fodder grasses fed to dairy stock. The
nearness to Belize of areas of this kind of soil emphasises the need for
experimentation involving costings. Swamp rice culture, market gardening
and dairying are recommended for experimental investigation on these soils,

NUTRIENT STATUS OF SOME- AGRICULTURAL SOILS OF BRITISH HONDURAS
The nutrient status of soils growing banana, grapefruit and
sugar-cane in British Honduras was specifically studied at the College in
1934-35*, in relation to the ecological requirements of these three main
crops. The results indicate the kinds of fertiliser treatments which
should be examined by modern field methods if and when the large-scale
agricultural development of British Honduras is contemplated in the future.
Together with British Guian'., this territory offers the greatest area of
undeveloped land for agricultural utilisation within the British Caribbean
Region.

* Some Soil-Types of British Honcuras. F. Hardy, H.P. Smart and
G. Rodrigues, 1935, I.C.T.A. already cited.
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THE

SOILS

OF

BARBADOS

By
F.

HARDY

(Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad)

Dimensions : The island of Barbados is pear-shaped, 21 by 14 miles, 166
square miles in area. The highest elevation is 1100 ft. at Mt. Hillaby
in the Scotland District rim. Its geographical position is approximately
13°N. and 59^f.

(I) SOIL FORMATION
Factors of Soil Formation in Barbados : Among the five chief soil-forming
factors, namely, (1) parent rock, (2) climate, (3) vegetation and other
organisms, (4) topography and (5) time, topography and parent rock have
been the most important in deciding the kinds of soil that have developed
in Barbados.

TOPOGRAPHY
Barbados may be divided into five topographic districts, namely
(1) Scotland District, (2) Upland Limestone Plateau, (3) Lowland Limestone
Plateau, (4) St. George's Valley and (5) Christchurch Ridge.
The Scotland District is a small area in the north-east where
the limestone cap which covers the rest of the Island has disappeared
through break-up and erosion and has exposed older sedimentary strata
that have been dissected 5nto a series of radial ridges trending northeast. The Upland Limestone Plateau surrounds the Scotland District on
three sides. Its width changes from 2-^ to 1-g- to 7 miles when followed
southwards and then eastwards where its edge overlooks the St. John's
coast. Its elevation falls from between 1000 to 800 feet at the margin
of the Scotland District to about 400 feet at the other margin. It ends
at a line of inland cliffs, 80 ft. high, running along the western boundary
and cut through by dry gullies. The Lowland Limestone Plateau extends from
the escarpment of the Upper Plateau to the sea-coast all round the Island,
except for the Scotland coast. It is traversed.in the south by the St.
George's Valley in which Bulkley, Carrington and Three Houses Estates are
situated and along which the Barb-^os Railway used to run. The south
side of this trough rises in steps to Christchurch Ridge, whose highest
elevation is 350 feet, and falls again in a series of steps to the south
coast, and in a gentle declivity to the east coast of St. Phillip.
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PARENT ROCKS
r.pnlogjcal Sequence*
(1) Coral reefs

surface and shore deposits

Recent

(2) Coral Limestone

terraces

Pleistocene

(5) Bissex Hill Marl

(Globigerina marl)

Oligocene

(4) Oceanic Formation

(Chalkj siliceous earth)

Upper Eocene

(5) Joes River Beds

(Mud volcanoes)

Upper Eocene

(6) Scotland Formation

(Muddy sea deposits)

Upper Eocene

Upper :
Mt. All Beds

sandy-shales

Chalky Mount Beds: grit
Murphy's Beds

: silts, sands

Lower :
St. Andrews Beds : sandy-shales
The coral limestone of Barbados is about 250 ft. thick and covers
six-sevenths of the Island's surface. The formation has been elevated in
the northern half of the Island and forms a dome, the "roof" of which has
been removed, exposing the older underlying formations of the Scotland
District. The highest and oldest coral has recrystallised and lost its
structure; the lowest and. newest is porous and soft and shows its radial
structure clearly. The uplift of the older formations was accompanied by
oblique thrusts from the south and west, so that the coralline cap cracked
at the highest part and slid down over the tilted old sediments**.

. CLIMATE
The mean annual rainfall of Barbados is highest near the southwesterly section of th-= rim of the Scotland tistrict, where it lies between
75 and 80 ins. Roughly concentric belts of diminishing rainfall from 75 to
60 ins. occupy the rest of the Upland Plateau. The rainfall of the Lowland
Plateau lies between 60 and 40 ins. The driest part of the Island is the

* Palaeogene of Barbados. A. Senn. 1940. Bui. Amer. Assoc, Petrol. Geol..
24, pp. 1548-1610.
** Uplift of Barbados. C.T. Trechmann. Geol. Mag.. 1933, LXX, pp. 19-47.

*1

t
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south-east coastal strip which mostly lies in St. Phillip and Christchurch.
The St. George's Valley and the Christchurch Ridge have rainfall between 60
and 55 inches.
There is a distinct dry season in practically all parts of
Barbados, but it varies from "weak" (with only one dry month having less
than 2.4 ins. of rain) in the Upland Plateau to intense (with 4 or 5 dry
months) in the southern part of the Lowland Plateau» Under these circumstances, evaporation exceeds rainfall for a variable-though large part of
the year, ranging from 5 to 1 months, according to the distance from the
coast.
The normal temperature-range in the wet season is 74° to 87°F,
and in the dry season, 70° to 84°F. Diurnal fluctuations are small. The
temperatures in the higher parts of the Island are about 9°F lower than
those in the lowlands»

VEGETATION
The original natural vegetation of Barbados has almost entirely
disappeared except for a small relic of Semi-Evergreen Seasonal Forest at
Turner's Hall in the Scotland District» Possibly the drier parts of the
Island were formerly covered by Xerophytic Forest. There are a few Mangrove
Swamps round the coast and a characteristic strand flora populates the
beaches*. Ornamental trees, such as Cabbage Palm, Mahogany and Casuarina,
have been introduced and widely planted near estate houses all over the
countryside. Wastelands have been planted up with Sour Grass which is
often treated with fertilisers and used for mulching the canefields in
the dry season, otherwise the Island is almost entirely given over__to the
cultivation of sugar-cane with a little cotton and ground provisions„

TIME
The period of geological time during which the final uplift of
Barbados occurred was probably late Pleistocene, starting, say, one
million years, ago. It was formerly believed that the highest parts of the
Island were the oldest, but a modern authority** has adduced evidence to
prove that practically all the coral covering was formed before the uplift
commenced, so that this belief is probably not true. The length of time
to which the coral rock has been exposed to weathering is thus relatively
long which would account for the thickness of the residual clay and the
large amount of coral that must have been dissolved away to produce it„

* Some aspects of the Flora of Barbados, F. Hardy, 1934, Bridgetown
(witten in 1917).
''* Uplift of Barbados, C.T. Trechmann. loc, cit.

?
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(II)

THE

SOILS

OF

BARBADOS

The following soil-types have been identified and mapped by the
Department of Agriculture (1948)*.
Altitude
(1) Scotland Soils

800 - 0 ft.

Limestone Soils
(2) Red Soil
(5) Intermediate Red Soil
(4) Red Sand Soil

1000 - 700 ft.
700 - 400 ft.
(300 - 100) «

(5) Intermediate Black Soil

400 - 200

"

(6) Black Soil

200 - 0

"

(7) St. George's Valley Soil

(100)

»

(1)
The Scotland Soils co uprnse a w: de rang*- of clayey and sandy
sedentary and alluvial oils, only the latter having" agricultural importance,
They have not yet been mapped nor described in detail. Much erosion has
taken place on the bare hills of the Scotland Tistrict.
(2) ' Red Soil is a uniform, concolorous, brick-red to chocolate-brown,
friable clay having stable crumb structure. The deep subsoil 's mottled
red and white. The parent cla\ is mostly kaolinitic and occurs in
figures and pipes in the limestone. It has been estimated th-.t, to form
one foot of residual red clay, has required the solution by carbonated
water of 7 feet of coral rock**. The soil contains specks of free
calcium carbonate, brought up from below during cultivation. Its depth is
extremely variable. The land Ties out quickly after rain and is apparently well drained below. The soil contains 70 percen"1" of clay and about 3.7
percent of organic matter in the humic layer, with C/N ratio around 10.0.
It is generally deficient in available phosphate f-nd contains only a medium
amount of available (exchangeable) potash.
(3)
Intermediate Red Soil is darker and less red in colour. The
subs'il is streaked yellow rather than red. The soil-type merges imper-

* The Coral Limestone Soils of Barbados. S.J. Saint, 1934, Agric. Journ.,
Pept. Sci. and A g r i c , Barbados, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 1 - 37.
** The Extraneous Minerals in the Coral-Limestones of Barbados,,
J.B. Harrison, 1920, Quart. Jouvn. Geol. So;. Lon::., LXXV, pp. 158-172.
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certibly into true Red Soil, and together with it occupies most of the
land Limestone Plateau at elevations above 400 ft. It contains similar
amounts of clay, organic matter, available phosphate and potash as the
Red Soil.
/4\
Red Sand Soil occurs only in a narrow strip running north to
south on the leeward side of the Island at elevations less than 300 ft.
It contains a high proportion of quartz grains, possibly derived originally
from sandy strata prevalent in the Scotland Formation. The features of the
sand-free'soil are similar to those of the Intermediate Black Soil. It is
very deficient in available (exchangeable) potash.
(5) intermediate Black Soil is brownish-black 'in colour. It occurs as
a narrow strip on the inner side of the Lowland Limestone Plateau at 400
to 200 ft. elevation. It also occurs over the Christchurch Ridge at
elevations between 350 and 200 ft. It contains about 65 percent of clay
and S„0 percent of organic matter with C/N ratio 11.5; its contents of
available phosphate and potash are medium-low0
(6)
Black Soil is quite black in colour and occurs over the Lowland
Limestone Plateau between the coastline and the belt of Intermediate Black
Soil into which it merges. It contains about 60 percent of clay and 2.6
percent of organic matter with C/N ratio between 11.0 and 12.0 and medium
amounts of available phosphate and potash.
(7)
St. George*s Valley Soils form a narrow strip, about 5 miles
long, running east to west in a depression elevated about 100 ft. above
sea-level. They comprise heavy d^rk-brown' clays having marked drainage
impedence. They are much deeper than the other* so.'l-types and show
certain characteristic features which suggest tn-.t they have had a
different origin from that d' ' • ';v •• ?1 "< .".'oil.

(Ill) SOIL GENESIS

IN

BARBADOS

The conclusion reached by Harrison(many years ago has been
accepted by S.J. Saint*, namely, that the limestone soils of Barbados
"have been derived from the underlying coral rock with the addition of
volcanic ash1' which has fallen on the Island from time to time as the
result of volcanic activity in the Islands of the Caribbean Arc lying
to westward. Thus, on 16th Oct., 1902, nearly 4 tons of volcanic ash fell
on an acre of land m Barbados, and on 22nd March, 1903, 3§- tons per acre
fell during the last eruptions of St, Vincent and Martinique. Saint also
considers that the Barbados red soil was derived from the black soil simply

* Lo£i_cit. In 1920, J.B. Harrison (loc, cit.) showed that the insoluble
residues from specimens of Barbados limestone contain andesitic volcanic
ash minerals in addition to kaolinitic and limonitic products of weathering. He concluded that their occurrence provided evidence of contemporaneous volcanic activity.

by maturation depending on its exposure to the higher rainfall of the
Upland Plateau. Although he accepts Trechmann's opinion that the age of
the uplands limestone is not necessarily greater than that of the lowlands,
nevertheless he considers that "the Soils found on the highest part of the
island should be of greater age than those found below", since, "it is
quite certain that the coral rock at the highest elevation became dry land
in the first stages of the uplift and has therefore been exposed for a
longer period to the action of atmospheric weathering agents".
The reasons why calcareous rocks in some cases are overlain by
red soil and in others by black soil have been investigated and discussed
by pedologists of many countries. In Antigua, according to C.F„ Charter*,
only black soil occurs over soft limestones and marls because the natural
drainage is very poor and the clay included in the calcareous rocks is
"very siliceous in character". On the other hand, in Barbuda, red soils
"are developed over hard fissured limestones with good underdrainage"*
These observations seem to apply equally well in Trinidad, Tobago,
Jamaica and British Honduras within the British Caribbean Region according
to the writer's experience, and in countries outside the Caribbean Region,
such as certain Mediterranean countries.
The main clue to the mode of formation of black soil in Barbados
is afforded by the features and relationships of the St. George's Valley
black soil. This was investigated in 1941 at the writer's instigation,
and with the kind co-operation of Dr. Saint, by Mr. H.A. Thompson, then a
post-graduate student of the I.C.T.A. Thompson described and sampled seven
6-foot soil profiles in the St. George's Valley and the materials collected
wer
e- examined in the College laboratories. The suggestion emerged from this
investigation that the St. George's,Valley soils resemble some of the Antigua
soils described by Charter that have developed over lagoon clays, which
implies that,- at one time, the St. George's Valley• was a shallow arm of the
sea** o r a n inland lagoon, on the floor of which extraneous, as well as local,
erosion products and detritus (including volcanic ash) were deposited.
Support is given to this contention by the finding, embedded in one of the
profiles.. 0 f specimens of oyster shells belonging to a type that apparently
does not occur in the Barbados coral rock and is believed to have originated
froni a lagoon clay, deposited in a mangrove swamp"***. Furthermore, many
of the profile samples contained somewhat abnormal amounts of sodium
chloride, proving that sea water has not yet been .leached out of the clay.

* Soil Survey of Antigua and Barbuda; C.F. Charter, 1937, Crown Agents,
London.
** Harrison and Jukes-Brown (Geology of Barbados, 1890, p. 28.) considered"
that the Christchurch Ridge was once separated from the main island by
"a shallow sea or strait".
*** Examined by Dr. Renz, Palaeontologist, Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd., Trinidad,
July, 1942.
' • •
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The soils of the St. George's Valley would be classec 3 D
Hydromorphic : Intrazonal; they closely resemble Vlei soils of .".'outh
Africa. They are not true Rendzina, although they have some features
in common with that Caloimorphic : Intrazonal soil-group.
Shallow lagoons probably existed over the main plateaux at
differer-j periods during the recent geological history of Barbados.
The land here Elopes from the terrace walls to form depress, ons or
"bottoms", many of which are still swampy in the wet season,- c ven though
"sucks" or shafts have been dug in the lowest parts of the canefields to
prevent the accumulation of water by letting it through into the porous
coral. Clayey residues left on the dissolution of the limestone, mixed
with calcareous detritus, have accumulated in the hollows and have
.^
there given rise to black soil of varying thickness under conditions
j$
of greatly impeded drainage. Many of these soils, like the St. GeorgeJ'g
Valley soil, possess the features of Vlei, although the more caJLca:^^us
phases may closely resemble Rendzina0
^-'~J-'~
By contrast, the topographical position and relief of the
higher parts-of Barbados have not favoured the accumulation of thick
clay residue, and internal drainage has remained free or even excessive,
because of the occurrence of fissures and cavities in the hard limestone
comprising this part of the Island» Consequently, the soil-type that
has there developed resembles Terra Rossa (Red Podzolic Soil; Pedalfer;
Zonal).
Further to confirm the explanation given above of the origin
of the black and red soils of Barbados, a comparison of the kinds of
mineral components occurring in each kind of soil was attempted by
chemical analysis and thermo-analytical methods*. The results showed
that (1) the amount of coarse sand in the black soil is relatively
high (33 percent), and in the red soil, relatively low (3 percent)..
It mostly comprises quartz particles in the black soil but only 40
percent is quartz in the red soil. These differences accord with the
suggested origin and composition of the different soil parent materials.
(2) The clay fraction of both black and red soils proved to be a mixture
of kaolinite and a mineral resembling beidellite, but the black soil
clay contains more beidellite than the red soil clay, and vice verf*.
for kaolinite»*. (3) The black soil contains much less free ferried
oxide than the red, and the beidellite component of black soil is
* Unpublished report by G. Rodrigues,. I.C.T.&., 1947, on the examination
of Barbados subsoil samples collected by F.H. Blackburn along a radial
traverse from black to red soil areas at-different altitudes between
30 and 600 feet.
** Compare "Minerals in Clay Fractions of a Black C8tton Soil and a Red
Earth from Hyderabad, India",.G. Nagelschmldt, A;D. Desai and Alec.
Muir. Journ. Agric. Sci. 1940, XXX, pp. 639-653, where similar
results were obtained for soils developed under different.drainage
conditions over granitic gneiss.

J
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also lees rich in ferric-iron than that of the red soil in which iron
has largely replaced aluminium in the beidellite lattice, fill those
differences are progressively exhibited in the intermediate scil-types
between black and red„ (4) The Christcl-urch ilack soil resembles the red
soil in sand conten' but it resembles the black soil in clay mineral
assemblage. (5) A. sample ,f clay collected at 48 feet below the coral
(by Dr. A. Senn) proved to have a similar clay-mineral assemblage as
that of black soil clay.
The differences in clay mineral contents are shown by the
values for silica;alumina molecular ratios recorded by Saint and by
Rodrigues which are significantly higher for the black soil than for
the red.
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THE SOILS Of

ANTIGUA

By
F.

HARDY

(Imperial.College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad)

Dimensions :
The island of Antigua is roughly pentagonal in shape, 12 by 10
miles, and'108 square miles in area. The highest elevation is 1360 feet.
Its geographical position is approximately 17°N and 62°tT.

(I) SOIL FORMATION
Factors of Soil Formation in Antigua :
Of the five chief soil-forming factors operating in Antigua,
namely, (1) parent rock, (2) climate, (3),vegetation and other organisms,
(4) topography and (5) time, topography and parent rock have been the
most important in soil-formation.
PARENT

ROCKS

and

TOPOGRAPHY

Antigua may be divided into three distinct geological districts;
(1) the South-West volcanic district, (2) the Central Plain and (3) the
North-East limestone district.
The first is hilly, the land having been dissected into broad
valleys and subdued mountain forms. The highest peak is 1360 high (Boggy
Peak), while four others range in height between 1200 and 1000 feet. It
consists of volcanic and pyroclastic rocks (andesite and quartz-porphyry
in the form of agglomerates, ashes, lava flows and intrusions), comprising
a Basement Series.
The second is undulating diagonal belt, consisting mainly of
tuffs and sands, about 3 miles wide, nowhere higher than 50 feet, although
occasional hills of hard limestone, gritty-tuffs, chert and volcanic intrusions rise out of the plain to elevations up to 500 feet.
The third district consists of rounded limestone hills,
resembling rolling down-land, whose southern slopes form a discontinuous
escarpment ranging from 200 to 500 feet in elevation. Along the foot of
the escarpment is a shallow trough (Gunthorpes) about a mile wide.
The coastline of Antigua is much indented. The flat interior
valleys of the South-West district are filled with alluvium which merges

»1

it
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seawards into the alluvium of d e l t a - p l a i n s , for example, Bendals. The
r i v e r s are few and i r r e g u l a r ; several small streams, carrying s a l t - w a t e r ,
a r i s e in the Central Plain h i l l s .
ftftnlo^ical

Sequence :

(1) Surface deposits (alluvium, swamp and lagoon
deposits)
(2) Limestone and Marl

)
) Antigua Formation

Recent t o
Pleistocene
Oligocene

(5) Siliceous Limestone )
(4) Cassada Garden Gravel and Chert
(5) Clay-tuff
Bendals
Formation

(6) Sandy-tuff and limestone

Oligocene

(7) Green tuff
(8) Tuff-limestone
(9) Basement igneous rocks (South-West district)

Eocene

CLIMATE
The climate of Antigua is erratic and mostly dry3 The mean
annual rainfall for 70 stations is about 40 inches. It exceeds 55 ins.
only in the centre of the South-West district and is below 30 ins. in the high
windward district. There is a well-marked dry season extending over the
first 5 or 6 months of the year. Temperatures seldom rise above 90°F.
The mean dry season temperature ranges from 68° to 82°F. The Island is
in hurricane zone and the north-east trade wind blows strongly in the dry
season.

VEGETATION
Antigua was originally covered with low forest and scrub, comprising Evergreen. Semi-Evergreen and Deciduous Seasonal Forest. Most of
the former vegetation has been cleared to provide fuel for" the early sugar
factories and to open up the fields for cultivation. Small areas of
second growths at present occupy the hillcrests of the limestone region,
Loblolly (Pisonia) and Birch Gum (Bursera) are the dominant trees, with
under-brush consisting of Myrtaceous and Rubiaceous shrubs. The vegetation of the volcanic region is denser and shows some resemblance to the
original Evergreen Forest; it contains lianes, epiphytes and ferns» The
uncultivated parts of the Central Plain are covered with coarse grass
which is annually burnt over for pasturage. Here thorny scrub, comprising
various introduced species of Acacia ("Cossie0), spreads rapidly unless

-.5 -

ontrolled.
Of a total area of nearly 70,000 acres, 36,000 acres are
cultivable although, at the present day, only 15,000 are cultivated and
of these 10,000 acres are worked by estates, the remainder being worked
by peasants.
TIME
The length of time during which the rocks of Antigua have been
exposed to weathering and soil formation has been probably about 20
million years (late Oligocene) in the higher parts of the south-west and
the north-east, but elsewhere it has probably been much less, because of
the prevalence of superficial alluvial, swamp and lagoon deposits, which
were mostly laid down in Pleistocene or Recent times, that is, less than
one million or even less than one-half of a million years ago.

(II). THE SOILS OF ANTIGUA
The soils of Ant .gua have been classified.-by C.F. Charter* into
six suites, each comprising one or several soil-series based on profile
features. The first suite (Montero Suite; 5 series) occurs solely in the
South-West volcanic district. It comprises shallow sandy-loams having
high water-tables and strong accumulations of lime and manganese oxide.
It has developed under low rainfall (35 ins.) and vaguely resembles in
part, Chestnut Earth.
The last suite (Swamp Soils; one series) occurs in coastal
lagoons; its members are mostly saline soil (Solonchak; Halomorphic;
Intrazonal). The next but last (Elliot Suite: one series) covers only a
small area; it is developed over siliceous sandstone ("-firestone") and
contains rock fragments.
The remaining three suites (0tto,-< Gunthorpe, Fitches), comprising 9, 3 and 5 series respectively, are developed mostly over superficial
deposits and not over "solid geology". Thus the parent materials of the
Otto Suite are partly derived from Pleistocene to Recent thin brown lagoon
clays, though partly from older tuffs and shales containing seams of marl
or limestone. Those of the Gunthorpe Suite are derived wholly from
Pleistocene calcareous grey lagoon clays occurring within the Gunthorpe
trough. Finally those of the Fitches Suite are derived from grey or
brown lagoon marls that occupy depressions between the north-east limestone hills, or from thin stony marls overlying hard limestone in the
same district.
The soil profiles of members of the Montero, Otto and Gunthorpe

* Soil Survey of Antigua and Barbuda. C.F. Charter, 1937, Crown Agents,
London.
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suites, developed under medium rainfall (60 to 35 ins.), display the
following features :
(i) High clay content throughout (40 to 50 percent of clay),'which r
causes them to crack widely and deeply in the dry season and to
become waterlogged in-the wet season. The thickness of the clay
is at least 6§- feet. It is markedly alkaline in reaction and has
a high content of exchangeable lime.
(ii) Concretionary lime occurs at $fe to &J- feet depth as conspicuous
white spots and patches.
(iii) Concretionary manganese oxide occurs at one foot and at 4 feet
depth as sepia spots.
These features are characteristic of impeded-draining soils.
Hence the soils would be classed as Hydromorphic; Intrazonal, but there
is no group in the 1938 U.S.D.A. classification into which they would fit.
They resemble the Vlei soils of South Africa; their subsoils possess some
of the characters of "gley".
The soil profiles of members of the Fitches Suite, developed
under medium-low rainfall (50 to 35 ins.), by contrast, display the
following characteristic features :(i) Pole marly subsoil; jet-block clayey topaoil,
(ii) Concretionary lime in the parent material,
(iii) No concretionary manganese peroxide.
These are the features of Rendzina (Calcimorphicj Intrazonal)
into which group the soils exactly fit.
Agricultural Features : The following attributes of the different suites
have great agricultural importance and decide the productivity of the
soils and their response to manuring when planted to sugar-cane and
cotton, which are the chief crops grown over the Central plain and the
North-East district of Antigua.
(A) Wlei" soils developed over lagoon clays (Otto, Gunthorpe)
(i) Markedly impeded drainage, because of high clay content,
enhanced by the presence of sodium clay*.
(ii) Intractability because of compact structure and high clay

* Sugar-Cane Soils of Antigua (Studies in West Indian Soils (V)).
F. Hardy, F.A. McDonald and G. Rodrigues, I.C.T.A., April, 1933,
Trinidad.

f

--«;--

Cf 4i>-> &%.;-•>• content f, - >,i;.: 0.-r>^:s

c._\ th.

'.i.

(lil);-High, alkalinity, ^because of- /prevalence of;.calcium, carbonate,
C T". Cl.."it?r :PP?.s4^y.,te^aJ:1.9.e.(i ^ therpresjsnce-of.Jiydrbly'sing,sodium clay*.
trnö,
'Iho li^-pt^iif' ',o\?a ar-f* "-A'„Sr* ;. c€ «.7 •-•-•.•: ( T Ö T T " PC/J?»- <rt* Ï"«U
PcQgpiJc:(iv)" Appreciable salinity,^because of the variable .occurrence of
clr,,- (nrnö^fre^sqdium.cKLoride»...;^^-^ /. • e lro r . ; c r v w Jncd,
The kind of clay mineral present, judging'by its mode of origin
from volcanic dust deposited in saline lagoons, is most likely
montmorillonite or beidellite. • Its exact identity still awaits elucidation**. Thus the root systems of sugar-cane growing in these shallow
soils suffer through asphyxiation caused by lack of aeration, possibly
augmented by high carbon-dioxide content of the soil-air, so that they
are susceptible to attack by root-rots and by the larvae of beetles
(Phytalus). The high alkalinity frequently causes chlorosis through the
precipitation of iron as insoluble hydroxide or basic carbonate,
Chlorotic canes, occurring in "gall patches", are a conspicuous feature
of the cane-fields of Antigua.
(B) Rendzina Soils developed over lagoon marl and hill limestone
(i)Free (though sometimes imperfect) drainage because of variable
clay content. Frequently the subsoil is crumbly marl, in
which case drainage may be excessive.
(ii) 'High alkalinity because of abundance of free calcium
carbonate, causing chlorosis in some cases.
These soils are thus more productive than those of class (A) Vlei, and in years of favourable rainfall they support excellent crops of
sugar-cane.'
\/
N'
i

NOTE ON

BARBUDA

The island of Barbuda is situated 25 miles north of Antigua on
the same submarine bank. It is 62 square miles in area and includes a
large lagoon. The mean annual rainfall is/35 inches; six months of the
year are dry. Its highest elevation is 115 feet. It consists entirely
óf Pleistocene coral limestone. The greater part is covered with scrub
* Sugar-Cane Soils of Antigua (Studies in West Indian Soils (V)).
F. Hardy, F.A. McDonald and G. Rodrigues, I.C.T.A.', April, 1935,
.Trinidad.

** Deposits of Bentonite Clay of unknown extent were discovered an Elliots
(Elliot Suite) during the soil survey. Silica : Alumina is o ;er 5,0
and magnesium is abundant. F. Hardy.

?
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of the same kind as that which occurs on the limestone hills of Antigua.
Only one soil suite with 4 series has been identified by
C.F. Charter in Barbuda, developed either over hard limestone or over dune
sand. The limestone soils are either red clays (Terra Rossa or Red
•pcözolic; Pedalf'er; Zonal) which are well drained, or calcareous black
clavs (Rehdzina; Calcimorphie; Intrazonal) which are poorly drained.

Provisional General Soil Map
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NOTE, ON

THE SO 113

OF

JAMAICA

By

F.

HARPY

( I m p e r i a l C o l l e g e of T r o p i c a l A g r i c u l t u r e )

(1) GEOLOGY j
Geologically, Jamaica (area, 4450 square miles) resembles Puerto
Rico. It is one-and-a-third times as large. A basement of igneous and
metamorphic rocks, associated with younger (Eocene) rocks (tuffs, conglomerates and limestones), forms the interior mountain core which rises
to 7000 feet. This ie surrounded by a plateau, 5000 feet elevation, composed of Oligocene limestones, covering three-quarters of the total surface. The limestone apron has subsided in various places, through solution, forming large interior basins and valleys whose floors are covered
with residual deposits over which have developed impeded-draining Soils
resembling the Ground Water Podzols of Puerto Rico. Around the coastline,
detrital terraces and marine alluvial flats abound, and the banks of the
larger rivers and estuaries are occupied by alluvia and peat swamps.
(2) CLIMATE :
The climate of .Jamaica resembles that of Puerto Pico. The
annual rainfall ranges from over 100 inches in the mountains to 30 inches
or less in the southern coastal plain. Over most of the limestone plateau,
it varies from 95 to 55 inches. There are two fairly distinct. r-iiij^."' ""
"• ••ioc's, namely, May to June and September to November, and a relatively
dry season in December to April, except in the rainiest mountainous
regions where it is continuously wet.
(5) SOILS :
An a t t e m p t has been made t o c l a s s i f y t h e s o i l s of Jamaica by a
scheme i n v o l v i n g (1) k i n d of p a r e n t r o c k , (2) magnitude of t h e p r e v a i l i n g
r a i n f a l l , (3) topography and (4) t e x t u r e , thus*:
'

SOILS

OF

JAMAICA

( A ) SOILS DERIVED FROM CALCAREOUS ROCKS
( I ) Regions of Low R a i n f a l l
(a) F l a t

( l e s s than 4C inches p e r annum)

land

* Some S o i l Types of Jamaica ( S t u d i e s i n West I n d i a n S o i l s
Ft
Ha
*dy f H . H . C r o u c h e r , 1 9 5 3 , I . C . T . A . , T r i n i d a d .

(VI)).

ï

(i) Sand type
( i i ) Clayey type

(Reddish-brown s o i l s )
(Black s o i l s )

(b) H i l l y land
(i) Sand, type
None
( i i ) Clayey type
(Brownish-black s o i l s )
( i i i ) Loamy type
(Bright red s o i l s )
(II) Regions of Medium and High R a i n f a l l (more than 40 inches
per annum)
(a) F l a t land
(i) Sandy type
( i i ) Clayey type
(b) Hilly land
(i) Sandy type
(ii) Clayey type

(Greenish-brown s o i l s )
(Brownish-black s o i l s )
(Greenish or brownish-black
soils)
(Brownish-black or black soils)

(B) SOILS DERIVED FROM NON-C&LC&REOUS ROCKS
(I) Regions of Low Rainfall (Less than 40 inches per annum)
(a) Flat land
(i) Sandy type
(ii) Clayey type

(b) Hilly land

(Fkrplish-brown soils)
(Dark brownish-grey soils,
crimson below)
None

(II) Regions of Medium and High Rainfall (more than 40 inches
per annum)
(a) Flat land
(i) Sandy type
(ii) Clayey type

(Brownish-black soils, tawny
below)
(Tellowish-black soils, white
below)

(b) Hilly land
(i) Sandy type

(Brownish-red soils)

This scheme was designed tentatively to accommodate the soils
actually examined, It may require modification when a greater range of
^•oils have been investigated» Certain of the soils were identified with
•'!orld groups, for example, Chestnut Earth, Chernozem, Solonochak and
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Solonets, occurring ma!nly among the low and medium r a i n f a l l f l a t land
s o i l s , and Terra Ro.sa occurring among the high r a i n f a l l h i l l y land s o i l s
developed over hard limestones. The recent discovery of bauxite within
the limestone plateau of Jamaica has revealed the occurrence of an unusual kind of T rr-. Rossa whose parent m a t e r i a l contains a high proportion of free alumina and a very low amount of potash. R^ndzina was
identified in s o ' I s derived from soft limestones and mai-ls occurring both
in regions of h/ ; ^ •n.è cf low r a i n f a l l .
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SOIL FORMATION

IN THE BRITISH

CARIBBEAN VOLCANIC

ISLANDS

by
F. HARDY (Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad)
and
J.S. BEARD (Late Assist. Conservator, Forest Dept., Trinidad)

(I) INTRODUCTION
Terrain :
The islands considered'in this dissertation are, from south to
north :- Grenada, the Grenadines, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Dominica,
Montserrat, Nevis and St. Kitts. They are arranged in an arc, 410 miles
long, extending from latitude 12° to 17°N.. Facts relating to their dimensions and land utilisation are given in Table I*. It will be noted
from this table that an "average" larger island has area about 182 square
miles, greatest height about 3580 feet, with36 percent of the land surface, permanently cultivated and 37 percent under forest and bush, leaving
27 percent marginal or semi-productive. The average population density
of such an average island would be about 300 persons to the square mile,
or about two persons to every acre of arable land.

Saba and St. Eustatius (Statia) both Dutch islands, form the northernmost extremity of the arc and Guadeloupe (Basse Terre Section) and
Martinique, both French islands, separate Montserrat from Dominica and
Dominica from St. Lucia respectively. In addition, the small islands,
Redonda (near Montserrat) and the Saints (near Guadeloupe), also belong
to the Volcanic group.

-'

I.'

-J

O o . :

TABLE

Population
(1938)
(thousands)

I

IM

: DIMENSIONS AND LAND UTILISATION

Greatest
height

Length Breadth

(feet)

(mile)

(mile)

OF VOLCANIC

ISLANDS

Total
area

Arable area Arable
(permanently percent
cultivated)
of
(thousands
total
(sq. mi.) • of acres)
{%)

Forestj
bush
(uncultivated)
{%)

GRENADA

89

27^0

21

12

119

k3

56

18

GRENADINES

13

1000

-

-

25

5

31

50

ST. VINCENT

58

U085

18

11

133

30

36

U2

ST. LUCIA

68

31U5

25

13

233

20

1U

33

DOMINICA

U8

U7Ü5

29

16

30U

9

5

75

MONTSERRAT

Hi

3000

11

6

32

7

3U

30

^

3600

'8

7.

50

7

22

50

18

3710

19

5

68

27

62

36

(3580)

-

-

(182)

-

(36)

(37)

NEVIS
ST. KITTS

(Approx.) MEANS -

•
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(I ï) SQÏL-FeRMK& : FÊCTÖRS "f-jS
ft. soil is an environmental product; it is a piece of the;landscape» It represents the resultant of five main soil-forming factors,
*>namely, parent rock, climate, topography,"organisms (mostly comprising
vegetation), and time. Climate is the chief active factor which produces
soil parent material by its weathering action on rock. Topography partly
controls water action. Vegetation contributes organic matter and partly
aids in rock transformation„ Time decides the degree of maturity which
the resulting soil attains.
In studying soil formation in any particular region, it is
reasonable first to describe each of'the soil-forming factors in turn,
.and then to attempt to arrange them in order of importance for each discrete area of that region where distinctive soil-types are characteria-'
tically represented» In this way, the agricultural value of the different
soil-types may eventually be the more accurately gauged» It is proposed
to follow this scheme in an attempt to elucidate the processes of soil
formation in the British Caribbean volcanic islands and to identify and
briefly describe the chief indigenous soils. Parent rocks, topography
and time will first be discussed under geological considerations. Climate and vegetation will next be considered, and finally the interplay of
these five soil-forming factors will be traced,

(III) GEOLQGIO&L

CONSIDERATIONS

Geological history :
9

The Caribbean Islands originated-during Cretaceous to Pliocene
times, between 90 and 10 million years ago, on the same earth-folds as
those which formed the continental margins of Central America and
California. Folding was accompanied by volcanic activity which was particularly intense during the Miocene period, 17 to 13 million years ago,
and again during the Pleistocene period, 5 million years ago,, up to ReQttQft times, Remnants of the old Miocene volcanoes form a peneplanated
l»t#«nient which is at present'partly exposed in several of the volcanic
inlands»' Generally, however, these "old residuals" are covered over by
later ejecta which comprise a"series of volcanic piles differing in degree
of erosion, though" some are still eruptive. Volcanic activity has frequently occurred in historic times in the Caribbean» Thirteen minor
episodes were recorded between" 1692 and 1902, They culminated in the
devastating eruptions of Soufriere in St» Vincent and Pelee in Martinique
in 1902-3» These were continued in Martinique until 1927. There was a
slight recrudescence of activity in 1929-32, but no further notable
episodes took place until 1933-38, when severe earthquakes and solfataric
activity occurred in Montserrat.
The arrangement of the islands with reference to the submarine
banks upon which they originated is shown in the accompanying map which
clearly indicates the grouping of the islands and the positions and
depths of the channels between them» Evidently, from this map, an eleva-
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Petrology :
The igneous magma underlying the Caribbean petrological
province has retained its general character throughout the eruptions.
The rock-types are mainly dacites, andesites and basalts, consisting of
lime-soda felspar (mainly labradorite), ferromagnesian minerals (augite,
hypersthene, hornblende and olivine) and magnetite. Quartz occurs in the
dacites, both as phenocrysts and in the groundmass. The chief general
features of the lavas and their fragmental equivalents are an abundance
of lime-rich felspar set in a siliceous ground-mass, and an unusually low
content of potassium.
Geomorphology :
Simple "ash" cones erode rapidly, but composite cones, made up
of alternate layers of fragmental material and solidified lava, resist
sculpturing and are reduced only slowly. The maximum angle of repose of
loose ejecta is 35 degrees. At higher angles, stones and boulders roll
down the slope. Dust and ash may be carried clear of the cone by "black
clouds" and deposited as taluses, glacis, valley infill and lowland
plains at the foot of the volcano.. The finer particles are rapidly
washed off the slopes by rain and added to the glacis. Steep-sided
valleys and ridges arise in the ash beds when rain runnels unite to form
eroding streams.
Volcanic forms, like other land forms, pass through a series of
erosion stages from youth to old age. They may be rejuvenated, however,
by recrudescence of volcanic activity. Young volcanoes may be superimposed
on old. The structure of the volcanic islands of the Caribbean, for these
reasons, is complex, and several different land forms may be recognised in
each. The following classification has been adopted in constructing the
geomorphological maps accompanying this article.
(&) CONSTRUCTIVE PH&SES
1, Eruptive volcanic cones with fresh craters.
2. Alluvial plains, deltas, bottom lands, raised beaches,
banks, reefs.
(B) DESTBUCTIVE PH&SES
S 0 Volcanic piles - young, often with craters and conical
•." ;_ • .
shape.
4.
-do- mature, with deeply-dissected slopes and
reduced size.
5.
-do- senescent, with plugs or pitona and much
reduced form.and size,
6. Volcanic glacis - young, with early stages of dissection.
7.
-do- mature, with wide valleys and ridges.
8; Volcanic residuals - old, subdued forms"; original structure
obliterated.

- 6 -

Volcanic
the field, so that
be regarded merely
aerial photographs

land forms are difficult to identify and delineate in
the features displayed on the accompanying maps are to
as tentative. Accurate outlines may be drawn on
when such are available.

Example : The only detailed geological survey yet made in the Caribbean
volcanic islands is that by &.G. MacGregor of Montserrat in
1936 (2). Six main volcanic centres were identified, with
the following eruptive sequences, (1) Silver Hill; consisting of solid igneous rock; now an "old residual", (2) Centre
Hills; a mature dissected volcano consisting of a core
surrounded by a mature glacis of massive agglomerate, mostly
consolidated, (3) Garibaldi Hill; a similar small mature
volcano, (4) South Soufriere Hill; a relatively-young
volcano consisting of interbedded lavas and fragmental rocks,
(5) St. George's Hill; a small young explosive volcano consisting mostly of ash, (6) Soufriere Hills; the youngest
volcano, surrounded by a young glacis which partly envelopes
South Soufriere.
Topography :
This naturally depends on the degree of reduction of the
volcanic land forms and varies greatly within each island. Flat
depressed topography only occurs on small coastal alluvial plains and
river flats, and in a few mature valley-bottoms. It is nowhere widely
represented in the volcanic islands*. Low, rolling or undulating
topography occurs on old residuals and senescent and mature volcanic
piles. Smooth gently-sloping topography occurs on young volcanic glacis.
High, steep, mountainous topography occurs on eruptive volcanic cones,
young volcanic piles, and deeply-dissected mature glacis.
Age :
The length of time of exposure to geological erosion may
approximately be gauged by the degree of reduction of the land forms,
that is, by topography. Thus volcanic residuals mostly represent
remnants of the old Miocene basement. They may have suffered long
periods of marine submergence before their final exposure to subaerial
agents of denudation. At the other extreme, eruptive cones, young
volcanic piles and young volcanic glacis have been exposed for only comparatively short periods of geological time, ranging from historic to
Recent to Late Pleistocene, that is, less than two million years. The
greatest degree and depth of weathering would be expected over the oldest

*

The scarcity of flat land in the volcanic islands accounts for the
difficulty of establishing suitable sites for aerodromes. In Dominica,
there is insufficient flat land even for the laying out of a cricketpitch,,

1,1

t
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materials that have been longest exposed to subaerial agents, except
where erosion, whether geological or man-induced, has removed the
weathered debris as fast as it has been produced.

(IV) CLIM&TOLOCIC&L

CONSIDERATIONS

Rainfall :
Rain in the volcanic islands is convectional; it mostly falls
in 6 to 10 wet months, May to February, or July to December, with maximum
at the time of overhead sun,, There is a five-months dry season when
relatively little rain falis0 The rainfall'over the sea around the
island, although variable, averages about 35 ins. a year, and this value
may be accepted as the absolute minimum for the islands0 The effect of
high land is to increase the magnitude of the rainfall to an extent
depending on altitude» The rate of increase is 5 to 10 inches for every
100 feet rise in elevation. Lines of equal rainfall are arranged concentrically around the main mountain masses.
Rainfall in the tropics steadily increases on mountain slopes
up to a height of about 7000 ft„, and decreases again above that level.
None of the Caribbean volcanic peaks or ridges is higher than 4800 ft e ,
so that the greatest rainfall occurs at the highest points« In most of
the volcanic islands, the highest points are nearer the leeward coast and
the rainfall is somewhat greater on the leeward side than on the windward
In the case of the highest island, Dominica (4745 ft.), the opposite
obtains, for here the highest ground is nearer the windward coast, and
the leeward side is markedly the drier. The magnitude of the maximum
annual rainfall varies in the different islands. It is over 500 ins. in
Dominica and over 180 ins. in all the other islands, except Montserrat
(3000 ft.) and the Grenadines, where the maximum rainfall is less than 8C
ins„ Differentiation between wet and dry seasons is not marked in the
wetter zones.
The distribution of the rain in the different volcanic islands
is indicated in the "soil-factor" diagrams accompanying this article,
The main features of the rainfall are given in Table II in which Mohr's
scheme of rainfall classification (3) has been applied to the rainfall
records collected by the agricultural departments.

' TABLE

II •: CLASSIFICATION

Total number of
months
Dominica
Wet Medo
Dry •

h

2.U

1I-2O5

ins. month

ins.

12

0

0

300 - 80

Continuously moist

9

3

0

Weak dry season

8

3

1

Marked dry season
Intense dry season

/6

3

5

v3

RAINFALL

St,
Vincent

(MOHR'S

SYSTEM)

St. KittsNevis
St. Lucia

Grenada

Montserrat •

(U7U5ft.) (U085rt.) (3655 ft.) (31U5 ft») (2759 ft.) (3000 ft.)

Continuously wet.

7

OF

ins.

ins.

ins.

ins.

ins.

18,0 - 100

200 - 80 180 - 100

180 - 100

80 - 70

80 - 70

100 - 80

80 - 60 100 - 70

100 - 70

70 - 60

70 - 60

80 - 60

6o

70 - 60

60 - 50

60 - 50

70 -

%

60 - 50

60 - 50

5o - Uo

60 -

V6

-

-

Uo - 30

-

5o

6o - Up
U0 - 20

$0 -

Uo

i
CO

l

-

-""(»

In Mohr's scheme, a "wet" month is one which has more than 4
ins. of rain; a "medium" month, between 4„0 and 2.4 ins,, and a "dry"
month, less than 2„4 ins- of rain. Reference to Table II shows that
annual rainfalls above 100 ins, are well distributed throughout the year,
no month having less than 4 ins„, so that the amount of rain exceeds the
amount of evaporation. Such a climate is described by Mohr as "continuous
ly wet". It is the kind of climate that occurs in most of the volcanic
islands at the highest elevations. For annual rainfalls lying between say
100 and 70 ins., the monthly quantity falls between 4,0 and 2.4 ins. for
several (usually three) months of the year, but there are no really dry
months. Such a climate is called "continuously moist" and rainfall exceeds or equals evaporation all the year round. 'When there is only one
dry month in the year, with 3 medium months, and 8 wet months, with total
annual rainfall between 70 and 60 ins., then evaporation exceeds rainfall
for part of the year, and the climate is described as having a "weak" dry
season. When there are 2 or 3 dry months, 3 medium and 6 or 7 wet months,
with total rainfall between 60 and 40 ins., the climate has a "marked" dry
season. Finally, when there are 4 to 6 dry months, one to 3 medium, and 5
wet months, with total rainfall below 40 ins., the climate is described as
having an "intensive" dry season0 All these rainfall regimes are represented in the volcanic islands, though to different extents, as shown in
the accompanying maps.
Temperature :

-

'

The maximum temperature in the volcanic islands is ieldom above
939F"„or below 85°F. Minimum temperature "may-Es below 60°F'in t>ie mountains, though rarely below 65°F in the lowlands.
Humidity :
This is generally 100 percent, at some time during the night and
seldom below 50 percent during the day, even in dry lowlandsar l
Winds :

'

The north-east trade wind blows persistently throughout the
first half of the year. All the islands lie in the hurricane zone; the
chief hurricane months are July, August arid September. Winds markedly
affect the natural vegetation at high altitudes.

(V) BOTANICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

The following plant formations have been identified and mapped
by J.S. Beard in the British volcanic islands (4) 0
(A) SEASONAL FORMATIONS
1. Evergreen and £emi»Evergreen Seasonal Forest
2 o Deciduous Seasonal Forest
3. Cactus Scrub

\
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(B) MONTANE FORMATIONS
4„ Lower Montane Rain Forest
5 o Elfin Woodland
(C) S¥AMP FORMATIONS
6. Mangrove Woodland
(D) DISTURBANCE FORMATIONS
7„ Palm Brake
The first two groups are "climatic climax" units, the next is
an "edaphic" or "subclimax", and the last is a "disturbance climax" which
owes its main features to wind action» The method of classification is
based on the physiognomy of the vegetation as it probably existed before
the islands were settled by man»
(A) SEASONAL FORMATIONS occur where the habitat is subject to periodic
drought of varying intensity„
(1) Evergreen and Semi-Evergreen Forest have been mapped as one
since the two kinds occur only in narrow merging zones„

^

The forest consists of two or three storeys; (i) 90-60
ft», not always present, made up of large outstanding
trees, (ii) 60-30 ft», forming the main canopy and (iii)
small trees up to 30 ft» tall0 Some of the trees have
thick trunks so that the general effect is that of an
occasional big tree in the midst of smaller trees0 Some
of the trees are evergreen, others are deciduous,, The
larger trees branch low downi long clean boles are rare„
The dominant crowns are large, spreading and rounded,
Lianes are abundant but epiphytes are scarce0 Palms,
ferns and mosses are rare» The chief type species are
Andira inermis (Angelin), Tabebuia pallida (White Cedar),
Hymenaea courbaril (Locust) and Swietenia mahagóni
(Mahogany)„
(2) Deciduous Seasonal Forest occurs where drought is still more
intense; most of the trees shed their leaves in the dry
season»
The forest is a low, 2-storey forest; (i) 60 ft», discontinuous; (ii) 30°10 ft„ clumpy, evergreen, with
crooked branching» Lianes and epiphytes%ave rare and
palms are uncommon„ The chief species are Bursera
simaruba (Gum), Pisonia spp. (Loblolly), Citharexylum
spinosum (Fiddle-¥ood)~and Pithecolobium unguis-cati
(Bread-and-cheese)o

f
(5) Cactus Scrub occurs on the driest sites of all,
It consists of scattered gnarled bushes, often thorny,
together with columnar cacti and terrestrial bromeliads,
having reduced leaves and succulent stems.
(B) MDNTANE FORMATIONS occur on mountain slopes where there is abundant and regular rainfall and high humidity, but relatively low
temperature and occasional strong winds,
. (4) Lower Montane Rain Forest is luxuriant and comprises the
finest forest in the volcanic islands.
The forest has two storeys, (i) 90-50 ft., consisting of
tall, closely-ranked, large, straight, evergreen trees
with clean boles and narrow crowns; (ii) 50-10 ft.,
large-leaved small trees. Palms are abundant and tree
ferns common, but lianes and epiphytes are scarce <, The
chief species are :- Dacrodes excelsa (Gommier) and
Sloanea spp. (Chataigne), with second-growths comprising
Simaruba amara (Maruba), Sapium caribaeum (Birdlime)',
Symplocos martinicensis (White Beech) and Miconia
guianensis (Ashes Wood).
(5) Elfin Woodland occurs in small patches on the' highest peaks
exposed to strong winds, low temperature and high rainfall.
It consists of a dense impenetrable thicket of stunted
gnarled trees up to 25 ft. tall, having stilt roots and
fleshy leaves and covered with mosses, lichens and
epiphytes.
(C) Sl-iA; >'*'&• , IONS represented by (6) Mangrove Woodland, occur where
the se.".' • J continuously waterlogged or covered with standing
._ water. It exists in the volcanic islands solely on tidal mudflats .
Mangrove grows to 60 ft. high, and develops stilt roots and
pneumatophores. Its leaves are thick and heavily cutInised.
(D) DISTURBANCE CLIMAX vegetation, namely (7) Palm Brake, occurs along
with Elfin Woodland in small patches on the highest peaks and the
steepest slopes where Montane Rain Forest cannot develop because
of periodic overturning by hurricanes.
Palm Brake consists mainly of palms up to 60 ft. tall, usually
of a single species, together with mal-formed small trees and
lush ground vegetation.
Distribution of Forest Formations : Relationship to Climate ;
Inspection of the vegetation maps indicates that the most wide»

spread of the forest formations originally was Lower Montane Rain Forest
which once occupied, together with patches of Elfin "Woodland and Palm
Brake, the central mountain masses where the climate is continuously wet
or continuously moist with annual rainfall above 70 ins. Arranged concentrically around it once were narrow zones of Evergreen, Semi-Evergreen and
Deciduous Seasonal Forests, which developed under a climate having weak to
marked dry seasons and annual rainfall ranging roughly from 70-65, 65-60,
60-50 ins, respectively. Finally, in the driest headlands and promontories
having intense dry seasons and annual rainfall below 50 ins,. Cactus Scrub
occurred, for example, in Grenada, St. Lucia, and St. Kitts, The uniformity and continuity of these vegetation zone's have been interrupted by
agricultural settlement, and even the existing remnants have suffered by
man's interference, especially where shifting cultivation has been practised, so that nowadays Second growth forest is widespread. In the
several islands,local topographical variations have modified the general
zonation of the forest vegetation. Thus, the central young mountains of
St. Vincent at elevations above 1700 ft„ are occupied largely by Palm
Brake, except Soufriere where the vegetation is solely secondary following
the eruptions of 1902-3, The northern central part of Grenada resembles
St. Vincent in this respect. Similarly, the young mountains of St. Kitts,
Nevis and Montserrat are covered mainly by Palm Brake, but the only part
of St. Lucia so covered is a small patch in the young Gimie Range, and in
Dominica, only the topmost southern peaks. The largest area in all the
islands was originally occupied by Lower Montane Rain Forest, which must
once have covered most of the land above 1200 or 1000 ft. elevation. In
each of the islands, except the windward part of Dominica, the entire
coastal belt was once occupied by Deciduous Seasonal Forest which can
still be traced in the uncultivated dry lowland areas„

(VI) DEVELOPMENT

OF SOIL

PARENT

MATERIALS

The first important stage in the formation of a soil from rock
through the agency of climate, vegetation and other organisms, partly
controlled by topography, is weathering, whereby the original primary
minerals are decomposed, altered and resorted by hydrolysis, hydration,
oxidation and leaching, under the influence of temperature, water and air.
The following kinds of soil parent materials have thus developed
from different kinds of fragmental ro>:ks that mainly comprise the volcanic
inlands (5) :
CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL PARENT MATERIALS
(A) LOOSE. UNCONSOLIDATED.
UNCEMENTED ROCKS
(mostly young)

(B) COHERENT. CONSOLIDATED.CEMENTED ROCKS
(mostly old)

(I) Fresh unweathered soil parent materials
(la) Boulders, cinders, stones,
gravel, ash, sand, dust,
(screes, mud-flows, glacis)

(lb) Agglomerates, breccias, cinderytuffs, ashy-tuffs, stratified
clay-tuffs.

(II) Superficially-weathered soil parent materials
(2a) Brown Earth (clay-covered
boulders and stones)

(2b) Brown Brash (clay-covered
agglomerates and grits)

(3a) Yellow Earth (partly-altered
ash, sand and dust)

(3b) Altered tuffs

(ill) Deeply-weathered soil parent materials
(4) Terras (variably-cemented, decomposed ash or tuff)
(5) Shoal (well-cemented, much decomposed agglomerates, ash or tuff)
(6) Terre Grasse (decomposed clay-tuff)
(7) Red Earth (friable clay)
The parent materials range from fresh loose boulders, stones,
sand and ash to fine clays, coloured yellow, brown, green or red, which
occur either as coatings on more-or-less decomposed fragments of rock, or
as homogeneous residues imposing varying degrees of impedence to downwardpercolating water.

(VII) CLASSIFICATION

OF

SOIL-TYPES

The chief soil-forming processes which have brought about the
development of fertile soils from the different parent materials described in the last section are the incorporation and humification of
plant residues and downward leaching by percolating water.
Previous climatic considerations have indicated that "continuously wet" and "continuously moist" climates usually occur in the
volcariic islands at elevations above 1000 ft. where the annual rainfall
is greater than about 70 ins., and that climates which have a weak dry
. .„^season usually occur where the rainfall lies between 70 and 60 ins. From
this it may be inferred that where the rainfall is above 70 ins., downward leaching occurs practically all the year round and water penetration
is deep, but that where the rainfall is below 60 ins., penetration is
much shallower and some upward movement of water occurs during the dry
season. Assuming that drainage is free, we may therefore regard a rainfall of 60 or 70 ins. as the critical value which distinguishes wet and
humid types of zonal soils from sub-humid types. Similarly we may regard
40 ins. as another critical value separating sub-humid from semi-arid and
arid types of zonal soils. Indeed, a similar zonation by rainfall has
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already been remarked in Puerto Rico where the most detailed soil-survey
of any ,so far initiated in the Caribbean Region has recently been carried
out (6). The relationship between rainfall, altitude and zonal soil-groups
in Puerto Rico is shown in the following table (Table III), abstracted
from the soil-survey bulletin (Table 17, p. 427).
TABLE III : RAINFALL RELATIONSHIPS OF PUERTO RICO ZONAL SOILS
Upper limit Altitude Dominant Vegetation
of rainfall
colour
(inso)
(ft,)
of soil
(A) WET: HUMID
(1) Reddish-Brown Lateritiej
Red and Yellow Podzolic

160-96

4400

Greybrown

Rain
forest

(2) L a t e r i t e ; ReddishBrown L a t e r i t i e j Red
and Yellow Podzolic

95-75

2000

Red

Mesophytes

(3) Reddish-Brown Lateritiej
" Grey-Brown Podzolic

75-60

1500

Greybrown

Mesophytes

60-45

1500

Dark
Greybrownj
black

Mesophytes
Xerophytes

45-25

700

Dark
Greybrownj
black

Xerophytes

•

(B) SUB-HUMID
(4) Reddish-Brown Lateritiej
Yellowish-Brown
Lateriticj Chernozemj
Reddish Prairie

•
>

(C) SEMI-ARID; ARID
(5) Chernozem
i
(6) Reddish-Chestnut

35-25

500

Brown

Xerophytes

(7) Reddish-Brown Soilsj
Red Desert

25-20

100

Red

Xerophytes

(A) ZONAL SOILS
The effects of climate and vegetation on weathered rock resi-

dues in those parts of the volcanic islands where downward drainage is
free (as it is where unconsolidated and uncemented parent materials occur)
should produce some of the Zonal Soil-Groups named in Table III, in
accordance with the magnitude of the rainfall. In those places where the
rainfall is above 70 ins., we should expect the so-called "Lateritic" and
"Podzolic* soil-groups typically to occur, provided sufficient time has
elapsed to allow of their development. These soils are concolourous
throughout the solum, and exhibit shades of yellow, orange, brown and red,
depending on the extent of hydration of the ferric oxide component, which
is least in the red soils.
Distribution :
Inspection of the provisional soil maps shows that Red and Redbrown soils do actually occur in the central parts of some of the volcanic
islands where the annual rainfall is greater than 70 ins. They are
particularly conspicuous in Grenada, St. Lucia, and Dominica but they are
absent from the Grenadines, St. Vincent, St. Kitts-Nevis and Montserrat,
except for a small patch on the highest parts of Centre Hills. In each
instance, however, soils developed over Red Earth occupy only the oldest
land, namely, eroded volcanic piles and mature glacis. These facts imply
that they are truly mature soils; they represent the oldest, most deeply
weathered, most highly leached and therefore the least base-rich and the
most acid of all the soils occurring in the volcanic islands». Their
differentiation into the so-called Lateritic and Podzolic Zonal Groups of
American authorities has not yet been attempted.
The occurrence in the volcanic islands of other kinds of zonal
soils that have developed under rainfalls less than, say, 50 or 40 inches
is at present undecided. No soils conforming to the descriptions of
Chernozem, Chestnut, Brown or Red Soils of sub-humid, semi-arid or arid
regions have yet been identified. They are stated to occur, however, in
southern Puerto Rico.
(B) INTRAZONAL SOILS
According to the American scheme of soil classification, Intrazonal Soils comprise three sub-orders, namely :(i) Halomorphic (saline and alkali soils), (ii) Hydromorphic (swamp
and marsh soils) and (iii) Calcimorphic** (calcareous soils).

*

The nutrient status of Red Earth Soil in Grenada has been improved by
the occurrence in the surface layer of fresh unweathered mineral grains
of volcanic ash which was shed over the Island during the eruptions of
Soufriere in St. Vincent, and possibly of other volcanoes in the
vicinity, during historic times.

*• The term is preferably tottCalomorphicB used in the original American
classification.
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(i) H&LQMDRPHIC S O U S
, These are only sparsely represented in the volcanic islands;
they have provisionally been included among Alluvial Soils.
(ii) HEDROMORPHIC S O U S
These possibly include heavy soils developed over "Terras"
(partly cemented ash), "Shoal" (cemented decomposed agglomerate
and ash) and "terre grasse" (decomposed stratified clay-tuff),
whose topographical situations and compact structure cause impeded
drainage. In certain respects, they resemble Planosols in that the
solum contains a stiff plastic horizon, possibly formed (at least
in the case of "ash" types) by accumulation of clay brought down
from horizons above. In other respects, they resemble Tropical
Black Clays (not included in the American classification) in that
they have black or dark sepia-brown waxy humic horizons and crack
deeply and set very hard during dry weather. Their reaction is
slightly acid to neutral.
Distribution :
Inspection of the provisional soil-maps shows that Terras and
Shoal soils occur mainly on flat to gently sloping coastal lands. They
are developed over old basement volcanic residuals and over the low-lying
extremities of mature glacis. They are associated with Cactus Scrub,
--Deciduous Seasonal Forest and, in part, Semi-Evergreen Seasonal Forest
which originally developed under normal rainfalls ranging from about 65
ins. to 35 ins.
*
Shoal Soil

:

The particular occurrence of shoal over old residuals suggests
that this material, originally well-cemented and highly decomposed,
should be regarded as the parent rock which has suffered further decomposition and hydration and has produced a heavy clay soil having markedly
impeded drainage. A secondary clay mineral has apparently arisen during
this process. This somewhat resembles deidellite (7); its presence
doubtless accounts for the relatively high shrinkage and cracking of the
soil during drying.
All the known occurrences of shoal, however, do not necessarily
comprise old basement residual material; some have evidently been derived
from volcanic ash forming the lower parts of old glacis. These overlie
the basement materials and thin out towards the coast. The volcanic ash
has been progressively weathered and leached, and clay-pan has developed
through the cementing action of siliceous products deposited in the
B-horizon of accumulation. 'Drainage impedence has naturally followed.
In order to distinguish this ki-;d of shoal from the first kind, the terms
Pedological Shoal and Geological Shoal are proposed.
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Terras Soil :
Terras is the name tentatively given to an intermediate stage
in the development of Pedological Shoal in which cementation is incomplete and generally restricted t e a narrow indurated layer within the •"
solum*,
Terre Grasse Soil :

;

.

Terre Grasse is the name provisionally applied to clay erived
from fine sedimentary tuffs which occur sporadically in some of the
islands,.notably Antigua. It does not occur to any extent in the
volcanic areas under consioeration.
(iü) CALCIMORPHIS SOUS
To this sub-order may be assigned black soils developed over
"Yellow Earth" and "Brown .>•'., rth" which respectively comprise
partly-weathered volca> c sh and agglomerates rich in lime and
having only slightly acid eaction. Yellow Earth resembles nAndo"
which is common in Japan (8). In some respects it is similar to
Brown Forest Soil (Russian "Burozem") and to Rendzina. Its colour
depends on the presence ,:f limonite, derived from ferro-magnesian
minerals. The crystals of basic felspar in the original ash have
been converted into poeuaomorphs'consisting of a hydrous clay
minere,! approximating to kaolinite in composition (7) whose
presence confers appreciable base exchange capacity on the soil
and increases considerably its moisture-retaining capacity. The
structure is highly granular and drainage is free; root jpenetra' tion is deep. Brówn:*Earth is maóe-mp of- concentrically-weathered
boulders and stones, usually soft enough to cut with a spade. The
cut face shows kaleidoscopic colourations.
Distribution :
From the soil-maps, Yellow Earth Soil and Brown Earth Soil
evidently occupy young volcanic piles and young glacis; this implies
that they are relatively immature soils that,have not lost their basic
constituents by leaching. They occur under annual rainfalls varying
between 150 ins. and 50 ins., associated with a wide range of forest
types, mainly Seasonal and Montane formations. Yellow Earth Soil occurs
typically in St. Vincent, Domin±ca and St. Kittsj Brown Earth Soil in St.
Lucia and Montserrat.

* Accumulations of calcium carbonate of variable thickness, beginning at
depths of 50 and 87 feet, have been observed in two artificial water
wells dug in terras material in Montserrat and St. Lucia. These depths
may marV the limit of water penetration.
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(C) AZONAL SOILS
These comprise (i) Lithosols, (ii) Alluvial Soils and (iii) Dry
Sands, all of which are represented in the volcanic islands.
(i) LTTHOSQIS
This consists of slightly-weathered volcanic ejecta and has
been called Recent "Volcanic Ash Soil. It occurs typically in St.
Vincent on the eruptive cone of Soufriere. Lithosol which is
somewhat more weathered covers the young volcanic piles and the
young.glacis of St; Kitts. It occurs also on the coastal extremities of the young glacis of Soufriere Hills in Montserrat. In
these two islands, Lithosol merges into Yellow Earth. Where
mature soils (Red Earth) have been deeply eroded by debris avalanches, as in the interior of St. Lucia and Dominica, the parent
rocks are uncovered and exposed and may be regarded as Lithosol
in-as-much as new soil formation has not proceeded very far.
(ii) ALLUVIAL SOILS

• .•
ü
^

,
These are but sparsely represented in the volcanic islands.
Only in St. Lucia ha? river development proceeded beyond the stage
of mountain torrents having no alluvial flats. Here there are
three mature river basins occupied by orange to red clay soils
which would be classed as Red Earth Soil (Red Lateritic or Red
Podzolic) and not as "living" alluvium. In other islands,
Alluvial Soils occupy small embayed valley-mouths and narrow
coastal flats and raised beaches, of no great extent, In the
bottoms of valleys, colluvial deposits, mainly comprising masses
of boulders", are widespread in the islands.

(iii) DRY SANDS These occur occasionally as'dunes on sea-beaches, for example,
in St. Vincent and St. Kitts, but they are nowhere conspicuous.
.' . CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS OF VOLCANIC ISLANDS
(A) Zfrk&L ("Lateritic"; Wet to Humic)

,

(1) Red Earth Soil

(B) INTRAZONAL
(i) HALOMORFHIS (Salts dominant)
(±±) HYDROMORPHIC (Water dominant) -

(2) Terras Soil
(5) Shoal Soil •

(4) Terre Grasse S o i l
(i±±) nATfiTWnR-PHTS (lime dominant)

(5) Yellow Earth S o i l
(6) Brown Earth Soil

(C) AZOJAL
(i) LITHOSOLS

.

(ii) ALLUVIAL SOILS

(iii) DRY SANDS

(7) Recent Volcanic Ash Soil
(8) Alluvial and Colluvial
soils of River Basins
and Coastal Flats
(9) p ^ e Soils

The approximate relative areas occupied by each of the major
soil-types in the volcanic islands of the British Caribbean region is
shown in-Table IV and the accompanying diagram.
•' CONCLUSIONS : SOIL FORMATION
It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the particular
soil^forming factor that has exerted greatest influence in the volcanic
islands is Time. The soiia differ greatly in degree of maturity from Red
Earth Soil, developed over deeply-eroded ancient volcanic piles and glacis,
to Recent Volcanic Ash Li+hosol, occurring on eruptive volcanic cones.
Next in importance are Climate. Vegetation and Topography which has produced concentric zonation of soil-types around the central highlands.
Parent Rock has exerted some influence in respect of the degree of fragmentation of the .ejecta; thus Yellow Earth Soil is associated with relatively uniform volcanic ash whereas Brown Earth Soil has developed over
bouldery agglomerate. .

(VIII). SOME AGRICULTURAL

CONSIDERATIONS

(1) SOIL EROSION :
In regions of high rainfall, infiltration and penetration of
rainwater into permeable soil materials are generally free and unrestricted, as for example, into Red Earth, Yellow Earth, Brown Earth,
Recent Volcanic Ash and the less-altered phases of Terras. These soils
become relatively unstable during periods of continuous rainfall, and
are then prone to land movements, such as debris avalanche, earth-flow
and mud-flow or debris slide and slump (9). Several devastating cases of
debris avalanche have occurred in recent years, for example, the Ravine
Sable catastrophe of November, 1958, in St. Lucia. Control of these
earth movements is difficult; they are geological events rather than maninduced processes. They may expose the soil parent material or unaltered
rock to considerable depth. TJhere this comprises agglomerate (Brown
Earth), new soil formation may be slow, but where it comprises Yellow
Earth or Terras, a fresh soil may rapidly be reinstated by suitable agricultural treatment, involving the skilful use of fertilisers. Where the
parent material consists of mature Red Earth, the exposed surface may
consist of such ^highly-degraded material that resuscitation may be difficult and expensive. Where the parent material comprises Shoal, this sets
hard like a pavement, when it dries out, and cultivation is then limited

1
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to what can be loosened by the hoe.
Thus the chances of restoring' fertility of eroded areas in the
volcanic islands depend largely on the kind.' of ^parent materials and rock
underlying the soil, and this should be talcen into account in assessing
land values.
'
{
(2) AGRICULTURAL UTILISATION :
I

'

•-•

c

!

The relative productivity óf a soil depends mainly on (i) its
nutrient status, (ii) root-room, (iii) water and air supply.
i

- (i) Nutrient status is greatest in Alluvial Soils, Yellow Earth,
Terras, Brown Earth and the more-mature kinds of Lithosol which
possess a marked humic layer.. It is least in Red Earth, except
where recent volcanic ash has been incorporated into the topsoil.
(ii) Root-room is greatest in Yellow Earth and young Terras, and to
lesser variable extent, in Brown Earth, Alluvial Soils and some
' * Lithosols. It is least in shallow Shoal, mature Terras and Terre
Grasse.
(iii) Water and air supply is most satisfactory where the annual rainfall lies between ,100 and 60 ins., and where the soil is deep and
f
freely-drained, as in soil-types having'ample root-room. It ia
....,'
unsatisfactory where the rainfall is below 50 ins. and where the
^;" .
soil is a shallow, clay-pan type which dries out in the dry season
and cracks and hardens and becomes intractable, for example, Terras
,
and Shoal. The best soils on the whole are therefore the youngest,
and the worst soils are the oldest, although rainfall and drainage
partly decide the suitability of any of the soil-types to different
cropping systems; -

TABLE

IV

RELATIVE

AREAS

OF DIFFERENT

SOIL-TÏPES

(Based on measurements made on soil maps)
(Thousands of Acres)

"Poor" soil-types

"Good" soil-types

Total
Acres x 10^
Yellow
Earth

GRENADA
GRENADINES
ST. VINCENT 35.h
ST. LUCIA
DOMINICA
58.2
MONTSERRAT
1.5

NEVIS
ST. KITTS

9.2

TOTALS

10li.3

Brown
Earth

3.3
l.k
16.5
6.1

Alluvial

Lithosol
(Recent
Ash)

3.8
2.6
•3.6
lli.6
3.7
0.3

Terras

Ter re
Grasse

Shoal

Red
Earth

36. Ö

8.1;

3U.9
10.5
2.9
U2.5
20.U
7.7
18.6
5.7

63.1
83.8
1.9

80.0
lli.5
88.8
151;.5
189.0
• 19.7
25.8
39.0

10.1;

1U3.2

I81u8

611,3

2.0
k0.3

6.6
17.8
11.1
0.1;

2U. 1
27.3

Total

28.6

237.0 acres x 10^

76.8

35.9

Total 37U.3 acres x 10^

ISJ

H
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(S) RELATIVE EXTENT OF SOIL-TYPES :
The total areas of land belonging to the different soil-types
are shown in Table IV, for each island» In it the soils are arranged in
order of their probable agricultural importance. The four soil-types designed "good" are free-draining types that are pedologically relatively
young, while the four labelled fbad^ include three imperfectly-drained
soils and one (Red Earth) which, though usually well-drained, has low
nutrient status and is extremely acid,
St. Vincent and St. Kitts have the largest proportion (90
percent) of "good" soil and Grenada the smallest (9 percent). The most
extensive "Poor" soil-type in Grenada is Red Earth, but its fertility hag
been much improved by recent volcanic ash probably ejected from St,
Vincent's Soufriere*> St. Lucia has much poor soil (80 percent), as also
Dominica (66 percent), mostly Red Earth in each case, "Good" and "poor"
types are about equally divided in Montserrat, but "poor" types, mostlyShoal (72 percent), prevail in Nevis. The distribution of soil-types is
shown in a diagram»

* Barbados (a neighbouring coral island) has benefitted likewise.

il

r
•v
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